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As a result of a series of five seminars
entitled "Project Update" which met
throughout the school year 1975-76, a
committee of Calloway County
educators has drafted a plan for im-
proving professional performance to be
submitted to the county system at the
beginning of the school year 1976-77.
This plan is in accordance with the
latest interpretation of the Kentucky
plan. Four -Project Update" con-
sultants from school systems in
• California, Minnesota, Indiana; s and
Colorado poet with representatives of
schools throughout Region 1 of Ken-
tucky.
The last seminar was concerned
mainly with implementing the local
plan and the consultant, Dr. Edward
Pino, Denver, Colorado, brought out
various methods the teacher could use
in improving his professional per-
formance.
Those educators from the Calloway
County school system attending some
or all of the seminars were William B.
Miller, Dr. Jack Rose, Edward Curd,
Ron McAlister, Bobby Allen, Johnny
Bohannon, Roy Cothran, Mrs. Donald
Crawford, Mrs. Jim Feltner, Mrs. Scott
Seiber, and Mrs. Leon Adams.
Murray Rotarians
Attend Convention
Ray Mofield, president-elect, and H.
Ed Chrisman, president of the Murray
Rotary Club, were among the more
than 15,000 Rotarians and guest from
nearly 100 countries who attended the
67th annual convention of Rotary
International June 13-17 in New
Orleans, La.
Mofield and Chrisman, were ac-
companied by their wives Janie and
Deanie. It was the first Rotary con-
vention they had attended since joining
the worldwide service association.
Among the convention highlights
were maiar addresses expressing this
year's theme of "Preserving the
Future" by Dr. Kurt Waldheirn,
general secretary of the United
Natibns; Dr. Aurelio Peccei, former
managing director of the Olivetti
Corporation and founder of the Club of
Rome; Dr. Misael Pastrana Borrero,
former president of Colombia; and The
Most Reverend Philip Hannan,
Archibishop of New Orleans.
Murray, hy., Monday Afternoon.June 21. 1976
S a
Mrs. Barletta Wrather, right, was honored Sunday afternoon for her service of twenty-one years as ExtensionAgent for Home Economics by the Calloway County Homemakers Clubs at a retirement tea held at the social hallof the first United Methodist Church. Standing to the right of Mrs. Wrather is her daughter, Mrs. Thomas I. Pierce ofSavannah, Ga., as they greeted two of the many guests who called during the afternoon hours.
Stall Photo by David Hill
Western Kentucky Farms Most
Profitable Of All in Kentucky
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP — A
University of Kentucky study indicates
that the most profitable Kentucky
farms last year were in the Ohio Valley
region, an eight-county section of
western Kentucky.
In fact, the report compiled by UK
last week indicates the Ohio Valley
region and the Purchase region in
extreme western Kentucky were the
only ones where farms, on the average,
showed a profit in 1975.
The report gives results of UK's
annual "farm analysis" program,
which includes 288 'farmers in six
regions.
The Ohio Valley group in the study
was made up of 56 farmers from the
Owensboro and Henderson areas who
produce mostly corn, soybeans, wheat
and hogs.
They averaged $19,468 in "net
management returns," the highest
average in the state.
The "net management returns"
given in the study were arrived at by
deducting theoretical figures for unpaid
family labor and interest that might be
paid — or earned — on total farm in-
vestment from average "farm and
family earnings."
Net management returns" for
farmers in the eight-county Purchase
region in extreme western Kentucky
averaged $12,692.
Farmers in the seven counties around
Louisville had a minus $12,280, and in
the 16-county Bluegrass region a minus
$8,423.
Farmers in the large I8-county
Pennyroyal section of southwestern
Kentucky showed an average lass of
$5,160.
Farmers in the eight-county Lincoln
Trail region of central Kentucky were
$4,088 in the red last year, according to
Kentucky Stands To Lose Over
$3 Million For Health Centers
FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP) — As the
federal and state governments put less
money into Kentucky's community
mental-health centers, it will be up to
local governments to take up the slack,
a state health official has said.
Dr. John Gergen, deputy health
services commissioner, said Kentucky
stands to lose $3,2 million in federal
money for community mental health
programs during the next two years.
When federal funds were strongly
commited in the 1960s, new mental
health programs sprang up across the
country. Kentucky set up its com-
munity mental-health centers — called
"comprehensive-care centers" —
governed by 15 regional citizens'
boards.
Local services ranged from day-care




Residents of Calloway County have
been putting more money than usual
into savings and debt reduction during
the past year and, as a consequence,
are in relatively good shape financially.
Despite the recession, the average
local family reached the end of the year
with a record amount of cash and other
liquid assets tucked away.
The net result is that there is an
impressive reserve of spending power
waiting in the wings. Although some of
it has been allowed to trickle out in the
last few months—to buy new cars,
refrigerators and other durable
goods—it is still only a trickle, com-
pared with what it could be.
The bulk of it is being held back by
consumers who are awaiting assurance
that the present economic upturn will
continue. Once they become convinced
that the country is he4ding back to
normal, they will be ready to unleash
their pent-up savings and embark on a
spending sptee.
How much are calloway County
families saving? ount of money
put aside during sf fear by the
local population is estimated at
$8,905,000.
This represents liquid assets in the
form of bank accounts, shares in
savings and loan associations, pur-
chases of U. S. savings bonds and the
like.
The figures are based upon data
compiled by the Federal Reserve
Board, the American Life Assurance
Association and others through national
studies. Throughout the country, they
indicate, about $91 billion was put aside
by consumers last year.
The amount of money a family can
save depends upon several factors, but
especially upon its earnings. Those with
meager incomes are able to save little
or nothing.
At the $8,000 net income level, about
4.1 per cent is saved, at $10,000, ap-
proximately 6.1 per cent and, at $15,000,
around 8.6 per cent, it is estimated.
The amount saved in Calloway
County in the past year was ap-
proximately $880 per household, based
• on the overall findings and on the
average earnings reported for the local
arva
to services for prevention of mental
illness.
Now the stream of federal dollars is
drying up and the comprehensive can
centers will no longer be part of an
"elaborate system," Gergen said.
He indicated that they will have tu
make better use of fewer dollars.
Gergen said regional mental health
boards will have to "give up some of
their ambitions" as they try to make
budget cuts without lowering the
quality of service.
But he predicted that the boards may
be able to hold cuts in services to 10 per
cent.
Gergen said the state's commitment
to mental-health services and their
delivery will be redefined as federal
dollars become scarce and as state
funds are used up in other areas.
The 1976 legislature refused to ap-
prove a $4.1 million expansion in
financing for the centers over the next
two years.
The solution to the problem, Gergen
said, is more contributions from the
communities.
''Communities are hooked on the
need," he said. "Now you've got to
convert the hooking to visible means of
support."
the UK report, which didn't cover
eastern Kentucky.
Since most farmers do not pay in-
terest on their entire investment,
however, actual farm earnings differ
from the study results given in terms of
'net management returns."
If only the estimated interest
payments are deducted from "farm
and family earnings" the Ohio Valley
area's $19,468 translates to more than
356.000, for example, and the Louisville
.rea's minus $12,280 becommes a plus
sismoo before taxes and principal
payments on debts.
Farm earnings in western Kentucky
have been helped by strong grain prices
and the even stronger hog business
recently, while beef and dairy farmers
elsewhere in the state have been hurt
by high feed grain prices in the past few
years. Other factors affecting the farm
profits have included rising farm ex-
penses and lower burley tobacco prices.
TODAY'S INDEX
One Section Today








Deaths & Funerals 12
Cloudy and Mild
Partly cloudy and mild tonight, low in
the low 60s. Continued partly cloudy
and mild with a slight chance of
showers Tuesday, high in the mid 80s.
Wednesday partly cloudy and wanner.




A Murray man has been arrested and
charged with conspiracy in connection
with a plane crash in Texas, according
to Murray City Police.
Charles Raidt, 306 North Sixth, was
apprehended by Graves County
Authorities Saturday and charged with
conspiracy in connection with the June
10 crash of a local airplane lbaded with
1,000 poands of marijuana, police said.
The value of the marijuana has been
estimated at $250,000.
Raidt was released late Saturday
afternoon on $100,000 bond, posted by
his father. Police said the bond was
posted with $100,000 in negotiable
securities.
The airplane, a twin-engined Cessna
Skymaster, registered to Dr. James
Ray Arrunons of Murray, has been
confiscated by the Deaf Smith County,
Texas Sheriff's Department. Ammons
has listed the owners of the airplane as
himself, Dr. H. S. Jackson, and Lindy
Carr, all of Murray. All of the owners
have indicated that they knew nothing
of the alleged flight of the plane.
Sheriff Travis McPherson of Deaf
Smith County said this morning that the'.
airplane has been seized, according to




at a sheriff's auction, or will become
the property of federal, state or county
governments.
McPherson said the aircraft suffered
extensive damage in the crash. He.
added that two new props were in-
stalled and the plane has been moved
from the crash site, but that other
repairs have not-been performed.
A fugitive warrant is still in effect for
Max Putnam, also of Murray, who is
believed to have been the pilot of the
airplane. Putnam is still at large, ac-
cording to local officials.
Firemen Called
To House Fire
Murray City Firemen were called to
a fire early Sunday morning at a house
on Main Street, according to depart-
ment reports.
The fire, which apparently started in
a bedroom at 1305 Main, caused ex-
tensive damage to the frame house,
owned by T. C. Emerson.
Firemen were called to the fire at
-about 1:40 a. m. Sunday. Four trucks








Mrs. A. Carman of Murray, is 77 years old an severa years ago she
became interestel in old covered bridges of Kentucky. Mrs. Carman will
be displaying her collection of covered bridges painted over the past
several years at the 7th Annual Arts and Crafts Festival being held at TVA's
Land Between The Lakes, Saturday and Sunday, June 26-27. The show is
sponsored by TVA and the Murray Art Guild. Exhibits range from hand-
crafted wood items, paintings, pottery, and handmade jewelry to original
photographs, «anshia k dolls; quilts, and air sprayed clothing,
Congress To Work On Taxes,
Legislation On Foreign Aid
WASHINGTON (API — Congress this
week will be working on taxes and
foreign aid and is expected to complete
action on public works jobs legislation.
The Senate votes today on a five-year
treaty with Spain. Ratification requires
a two-thirds majority.
The treaty, signed in Madrid on Jan.
24, provides for the continued use by the
Paducah To Get $26 Million
Liquor Plant Employing 250
Heublein Inc. today announced plans
to build a $26 million distilled spirits
plant at Paducah that will increase the
company's liquor production capacity
by 40 per cent.
Construction of the 275,000 square-
foot facility is expected to begin July 21)
and production start-up is set to begin
on early 1978. The plant will include
facilities for liquor processing, bottlim
and warehousing.
The plant will be built on a 65-acre
tract in the Coleman Road industrial
site at the intersection of 1-24 and Ky.
305 just west of Paducah.
Paul R. Dohl, a Heublein corporate
Vice-president and group executive for
the company's spirits group, said the
new plant will produce a full line of
liquor products including vodka.
prepared cocktails and cardials. It also
will serve as a bottling plant for several
imported brands of spirits.
Initially the plant, which will
ultimately have a yearly production
capacity of 8 million cases of liquor
products, will employ about 250 persons
and eventually may employ 350. Dohl
said.
Heublein, not a newcomer to Ken-
tucky, is the parentf firm of the Ken-
tucky Fried Chicken Corp. which is
headquarteredin Louisville.
United States of a nal+ base and three
air bases in Spa. 'n in A-Charfge for $1.2
billion in U.S. military and economic
assistance grants and loans, including
$450 million in Export-Import Bank
credits mostly for nuclear power
development.
The treaty replaces executive.
agreements that have been in effect
since 1953.
While permitting the United States to
use the Rota naval base and air bases at
Torrejon, Zaragoza and Moron, it
commits the United States to phase out
its nuclear submarine squadron at Rota
by July 1, 1979, and not to store any
nuclear devices or their components on
Spanish soil.
Last Friday, the Senate passed and
sent to the House by oice vote a bill
authorizing the first $36 million of
military assistance and supporting
economic assistance for fiscal year
1977.
After the treaty vote, the Senate
resumes debate on a massive tax bill,
which will continue at least through the
remainder of the week. The immediate
issue is how long to continue the an-
tirecession tax reductions voted into
effect last year.
The Senate Finance Committee
proposes that half the individual tax
reductioniexpire on June 30, 1977. But.
"Sin. Edmund S. Muskie, D-Maine,
chairman of the Senate Budget Corn-
mittee, proposes that the entire 1975
package of tax reductions for in-
dividuals carry through Sept. 30, 1977.
The House votes Wednesday on a
$3.95-billion public works jobs bill
which its sponsors say will create
300,000 jobs.
The measure' replaces a $6.1-billion
version vetoed by President Ford last
February as "little more than an
election-year pork barrel."
Some $2 billion in the $3.95-billion bill
passed by the Senate last Wednesday
would be for public works construction
projects, $1.25 billion for revenue-
sharing, with cities and counties in
times of high unemployment and $700
million of waste treatment projects.
Thursday, the House considers a $4.9-
billion foreign aid appropriations bill
for the 12 months beginning Oct. 1, with
$1.7 billion of the amount earmarked
for Israel. The total is $551 million
below administration requests.
Another measure to be considered by
the House during the week is a $1.1-
billion authorization bill to keep the
Law Enforcement Assistance
Administration in operation during
fiscal 1977.
et'





Murray Lodge No. 105 F. di
A. M. will meet at the Masonic
Hall.
Calloway County Humane
Society will meet at the
Calloway Public Library at
7:30 p.m. All interested
persons invited.
Recovery. Inc., will meet at
seven p.m. at the First
Presbyterian Church.
Tuesday, June 22
Rangerettes of WOW will
leave from the Municipal
Parking Lot at 6:30 a.m. to go
to Oprylsuid. This is for girls,
ages eight through fifteen, and
each girl must have a new
health form for 1976 to make
the trip
Tuesday, June Z2
Swim pairty for 4th, 5th, and
6th graders will be at Murray
Country Club from eleven
a.m to two p.m. Each
member may bring one guest.
Aglow Fellowship will meet
at Ben-Bar Inn at 10:30 a.m.
Kiddie Fun Day is scheduled
at Oaks Country Club at
eleven a.m. wijh Sara Massey,
Beryl Whaley, Mary Hum-
phreys, and Susan Hargrove
as chairmen.
Esther Sunday School Class,
First Baptist Church, will
have a potluck supper at home
of Mrs. Grayson McClure at
6:30 pin, with Group III, Sue
Pocock and Anna Mae
Thurman, as captains.
Murray Quota Club will
meet at twelve noon at
Triangle Inn.
Dexter Senior Citizens will
meet at 9:30 a.m. at Com-
munity Center.
Murray TOPS Club will
meet at Inunanuel Luthern
Church at seven p.m.
Ellis Center will be open




Homemakers Club will meet
with Mrs. Billy Rex Paschall
at one p.m.
Enid Katahn, pianist, will be
presented in a concert at
Farrell Recital Hall at 8:15
p.m
Cleanliness
Soap and water doesn't
enjoy the exalted position
it had in days gone by.
Today we know" that too
much washing can . lead to
drying of the skin. For nor-
mal skin, it is best to sim-
ply rinse the face in the
morning and give the face,
neck and ears their coce-a-
day soaping when you
bathe or shower, at night
Make-up should be re-
moved with creams or lo-
tions and followed by the
use of a freshener.
McDaniel-Harris Wedding Vows
Solemnized In
Mr. and Mrs. Chappell
The sanctuary of the First
Baptist Church, Murray, was
the setting for the beautiful
solemnized wedding of Miss
Cynthia Jane McDaniel and
Chappell Franklin Harris, of
Dallas, North Carolina. Dr.
Bill Whittaker, pastor of the
church, performed the im-
pressive double ring
ceremony on Saturday, May
15, at 1:30 p.m.
The bride is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Charles T.
McDaniel, of Murray, and the
groom's parents are Mr. and
Mrs. L. B. Harris, of Dallas,
North Carolina.
Preceding the ceremony a
selection of nuptial music was
presented, on the organ, by
Miss Karen Gantt, of
Savannah. Georgia, cousin of
the groom. The traditional
wedding marches were used
for the processional and the
recessional.
The altar was centered with
a brass cathedral can-
delabrum, with one on either
side, holding ivory cathedral
tapers. Altar bouquets of coral
snapdragons, pink majestic
daisies, yellow daisy poms,
and leather leaf fern, in brass
baskets, stood on flower
stands, on either side of the
altar. Another arrangement of
the same flowers was directly
above the candelabrum on the
edge of the baptistry. Two
Grecian urns filled with
greenery were placed on
either side, in front of the
altar.
The candles were lighted by
John Cook, of Raleigh, North
Carolina and Brent Hoyle, of
Dallas, North Carolina. Dr.
Whittaker stood behind a
kneeling bench on which the
couple knelt for prayer before
lighting the unity candle.
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Next "loom' s Run
1. Walking Toll (R)
2. Walking Tall, Port 2 (PG)
3. Born Losers
led fiefire arum ems***
1 Church Ceremony i
Franklin Harris
The family pews were
marked with greenery tied
with ivory satin bows.
Bride's Dress
The bride, escorted to the
altar by her father, and given
in marriage by her parents,
stopped, kissed her mother
and gave her a rose from her
bridal bouquet. After the
ceremony, escorted by her
husband, she stopped, gave
her new mother-in-law a kiss
and a rose from her bouquet.
A radiant bride, she was
lovely in her traditional gown
of candlelight delustred satin,
designed by herself and
fashioned by her mother and
Mrs. James I. Armbruster.
The bodice, featuring an
empire waistline was covered
in Alencon lace with a sheer
yoke of illusion topped with a
band of lace scallops forming
a Mandarin collar. Long lace
sleeves with self covered
buttoms, ended with the same
lace scallops at the wrists. The
A-line skirt dipped to form a
chapel length train that was
edged in lace appliqued
scallops.
The chapel length veil of
imported silk illusion was
edged in Alencon lace with a
matching mantilla attached to
a bandeau of ivory sweetheart
rosebuds, baby's breath, and
little florets of illusion.
The bride carried a
beautiful English nosegay of
Sonia roses, ivory sweetheart
roses, and baby's breath,
accented with pearls and
ivory satin loops and
streamers.
Attending the bride as maid
of honor was her sister, Miss
Lisa McDaniel. Bridesmaids
were Mrs. John Bridgeman. of
Gastonia, North Carolina,
sister of the groom, Mrs.
David Poynor, of Murray, and
Miss Sue Ann Wade, of Fulton.
Miss Janna Beth Hopkins,
cousin of the bride, was a
junior bridesmaid.
They wore identical floor
length floral dresses of apricot
and mint green cotton and
polyester voile. A self ruff*
complimented the scoop
neckline. Long full sleeves,
with three inch cuffs, buttoned
at the wrist. The empire
waistline was accented with a
tiny band of apricot velvet
ribbon, from which a full skirt
draped softly. They wore
sprigs of baby's breath tied
with apricot ribbon in their
hair, and each wore a single
pearl necklace, gifts of the
bride.
Each bridesmaid carried a
single long stemmed Sonia
rose, with baby's breath, and
Apricot satin bows and
streamers.
L. B. Harris, father of the
aroom, served his son as best
man. The groomsmen were:
Michael McDaniel, Atlanta,
Georgia, brother of the bride,
David White and Brent Hoyle,
Dallas, North Carolina, and
John Cook, Raleigh, North
Carolina.
The mother of the bride was
.•scorted to her seat by her
son, Michael McDaniel. She
chose to wear a floor length
tailored gown of apricot knit.
The long sleeves were of
heavy Venice Apricot lace.
The dress buttoned down the
front with inserts of the lace
from each shoulder to the
floor. A self belt made it drape
softly at the waistline. A
corsage of -Sonia rases was
pinned on her shoulder.
For her son's wedding, Mrs.
Harris wore a mint green
dress of matte jersey.The
deep v-neckline and empire
waistline were accented with
mint green _Venice lace
highlighted with tiny pearls.




Mr. and Mrs. Charles T.
McDaniel entertained with a
reception at the Fellowship
Hall of the church.
Guests were registered at
table attended by Miss Luanne
Brown. The table was covered
with a satin cloth and held a
crystal budvase with a single
Sonia rose, baby's breath and
apricot ribbon.
The beautifully appointed
bride's table was covered with
an exquisite imported ivory
handmade linen cloth. A
crystal compote held an
arrangement of coral snap-
dragons, pink, blue, and white !
majestic daisies, yellow norms, f
baby's breath, and leather .1
leaf fern.
The three tiered wedding
cake was topped with a
miniature of the bride's
bouquet. The cake, punch,
nuts, and mints were served
by Mrs. George Hodge, Mrs.
James I. Armbruster, and
Mrs. Bobby McDowell, all of
Murray.
After the reception the
couple left for a wedding trip
to Chimney Rock, North
Carolina, with the bride
wearing an off-white suit, a
floral blouse and ,a corsage of
Sonia roses.
Mr. and Mrs. Harris are at
home in Raleigh, North
Carolina, where he will
continue his studies at North
Carolina State University. He
is majoring in textiles and is a
member of Delta Kappa Phi
Textile Fraternity. Mrs.
Harris received her Bachelor
of Science in Speech and
Hearing from Murray State
University on May 8, where
she is a member of Kappa
Delta Pi Honorary Education
Society.
Out of town guests were.,
Mrs. James Gantt and Miss
Karen Gantt, Savannah,
Georgia, Mr. and Mrs. Gary
Gantt, Glenville, Georgia,
Mrs. Joyce Musko, Belmont,
North Carolina, Mr. and Mrs.
John Bridgeman, Amy and
Dana, Gastonia, North
Carolina, Mr. and Mrs. Mike
Kindle, St. Louis, Missouri.
Jeff Taylor, Elizabethtown,
Miss Sue Ann Wade, Fulton.
John Cook, Raleigh, North
Carolina, David White, Brent
Hoyle, Mr. and Mrs. L, B.
Harris, all of Dallas, North
Carolina, and Michael
McDaniel of Atlanta, Georgia.
Rehearsal Dinner
Mr. and Mrs. L. B. Harris,
parents of the groom, were
hosts for the rehearsal dinner
held on Friday evening, May
14, in the private dining room
of the Colonial House.
The bride and groom's table
was centered with a beautiful
arrangement of coral snap-
dragons and leather leaf fern
After a delightful dinner and
social hour the bride and






daughter of Mr. and Mrs,
James D. Cochran, 732
Fairlane Drive, Murray,
completed requirements for
an associate of Arts degree in
May at Stephens College, an
undergraduate residential
women's college at Columbia,
Mo.
Miss Nicks was an honor
graduate of Murray High
School, and has been active ip
special activities at Stephens
The 1,800 residentia,
students come from lift!,
states and thirteen other
countries to study in mon
than twenty-five academi,
departments and programs at
Stephens.
Cook it right!
Ladies Day Golf Lineups Are Given For Murray Country Club
Betty Hunter will serve as
gulf hostess on Wednesday,
June 23, for the Murray
Country Club ladies day golf.
Anyone unable to play is asked
to call Mrs. Hunter at 753-5918.
SECOND FLIGHT, number
one tee 9 am.—Sue Costello,
Diane V illanova, Rebecca
lrvan and Pam Mavity.
9:05 a.m. Louise Lamb,
Anna Mary Adams, Patsy
Miller and Rainey Apperson.
9:10 a.m. Rowena Cullom,
Jean Donee, Urbena Koenen,
and Edith Garrison.





one tee 9:25 a.m. Beverly
Spann, Margaret Shuffett,
Betty Stewart, and Euldene
Robinson.
9:30 a.m. Inus Orr,
Elizabeth Slusmeyer, Toni
Hopson, and Nancy Fandrich.
935 a.m. Alice Purdom,
Nell Roach, and Cathryn
Garrott.
CHAMPIONSHIP FLIGHT,
number one tee 9:45 a.m.
Betty Jo Purdom, Phyllis
Kain, and Betty Lowry.
9:50 a.m. Jerlene Sullivan,
Veneta Sexton, and Evelyn
Jones.
alums tttttttttttt nminomit ttttt tauten ttttt no ttttt UlitUNNUIltin
Never partially UO
poultry one day and con
plete cooking the followin,
day, according to the tiE
Department of Agricultui,.
This is not a good procc,




9:55 a.m. Euvie Mitchell,,
Sue Morris, and Frances
Hulse.
RENEWAL FLIGHT,
number four tee 9 a.m. Juliet
Wallis, Judy Muehleman,
Betty Scott, and Martha Sue
Ryan.
9:05 a.m. Dortha Fike, Kitty
Freeman, Mary Watson, and
Beth Belote.
9:10 a.m. Jenny Hutson,
Eva Morris, Aurelia Batts,
and Katherine Morris.
9:15 a.m. Laverne Ryan,
Norma Frank, Ruby Poole,
and Eddie Mae Outland.
9:20 a.m. Doris Cella, Carla
Rekroat, Annie Knight, and
Marilyn Adkins.
BEGINNERS FLIGHT,
number seven tee, 9 a.m.
Vickie Baker, Janice Howe,
and Cindy Ashby,
9:05 a.m. Polly Garland, Pat
McReynolds, and Billie
Carroll.
































Bra & Girdle Sale
Instead Bra - 3 Styles
Save '1"
Free Spirit Bra - 3 Styles
Save '1"













Oaring This Sale Only
 Littleton's Coupon t 
OFF Sunglasses
Items added daily to large











































































































By Abigail Van Buren
Abused Children: Call
Agency for Help
DEAR ABBY: Please print this for that 14-year-old girl
whose father molested her: I hope you will take Abby's
advice and tell your mother, If not, call the police whose job
it is to protect young people with problems like yours. Or.
look for "Children's Services" in your telephone book. If
you can't find it, dial "0" and ask your operator to help
you. And if there is a hotline or a crisis center service in your
area, call them.
When I was a newspaper reporter a few years ago, I
interviewed the Children's Services people and found them
to be some of the nicest people I had ever met. If you just
can't tell your mother, ask the Children's Services people to
tell her for you. Their job is to see that children are helped
out of danger.
Your problem is more common than you realize. Don't
worry about what the Children's Services people will think.
They have heard it all before. Please don't keep this secret
locked up inside you..
Abby cares. So do I.
A FRIEND
DEAR FRIEND: Please read on for another helpful letter
on the same subject.
DEAR ABBY: Ten lashes with a wet typewriter ribbon
for advising that young girl who had been molested by her
father to tell her mother. Not all mothers are sympathetic.
Some are afraid of their husbands. Others don't want to
rock the boat by facing reality. The girl may be better off
bypassing her mother and going directly to an agency.
The Children's Protective Services are the people to call.
Please let children know this.
PHYLLIS IN CONCORD, N.H.
DEAR PHYLLIS: You are right. About 10 years ago, a
16-year-old St. Paul girl who was in the same predicament
wrote seeking my help. I checked out her story and learned
it was true. I then enlisted the help of a State Supreme
Court justice in an effort to rescue the girl and deal with her
father appropiately.
Incredible as it may seem, the girl's mother refused to
press charges against her husband, saying, "If he's put
away, there goes the family's paycheck." The daughter also
refused to testify against her father, so we were stymied.
Children who are sexually molested by an adult should
call the Children's Protective Service, if the community has
one. Otherwise, tell a trusted adult friend, teacher, relative
or neighbor. Or call the police.
DEAR ABBY: In a recent column, you pointed out that
honesty is the best policy. I agree, but in his "Ethics from
Sinai," Irving M. Bunim reprimands us for equating
honesty with a policy. He wrote:
"Consider the maxim, 'honesty is the best policy.' How
dare we reduce honesty to a 'policy'! A policy has its place
in business. It may be a policy to extend credit for 30 or 60
days, or to receive salesmen only at certain times during the
week. But an ethical obligation cannot simply be 'a policy.'
Honesty is a value built into the structure of existence
itself "
ARTHUR IN MEMPHIS
DEAR ARTHUR: I'm with Irving.
LIBRARY NOTES,
From Nov* Trevetkon
New books at the Calloway
County Public Library include
the following:
SARABAND FOR TWO
SISTERS, by Philippa Carr.
Putnam.
The author has set her new
historical gothic novel in a
topsy-turvey England where
the heroines Angelet and
Bersaba were born identical
twins.
JACK BENNY, by Irving
Fein. Putnam.
Anyone who ever laughed at
or with Jack Benny will
treasure this perceptive,





A critical selection of the
best, the necessary, and the
special in kitchen equipment




Mr. and Mrs. Joe Grant,
Jr., of Danville, Ill., are the
parents of a baby girl, Erin
Rebecca, weighing seven
pounds eleven ounces, born on




daughter, Kelly, age eight.
Both parents are music
teachers with the father
teaching high school and the
mother in grade school.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Joe W. Grant, Sr., of
Louisville and Mr. and Mrs.
Olin Moore of Murray.
GRADUATES
Max Cleaver, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Hoyt Cleaver, Jr.,
graduated from Southern
Technical Institute, Marietta,





1)11t TlrnrirrnrICV Dr. Jane Wells Guest Speaker
'At Meeting At The Frank
WINDMILLS, by Suzanne
Beedell Scribner.
Mrs. Beedell describes how
windmills work and gi
ves
information on millwrighting
and the various types of mi
lls
and their functions.
THE SPIRIT OF THE
LORD, by Danile Cohen. Four
Winds Press.
Using eyewitness accounts
and excerpts from sermons,
the author brings the gr
eat
periods of revivalism to life.
CAGNEY BY CAGNEY, by
James Cagney. Doubleday.
An autobiography of one of
the greatest actors—by the
man who knows him best.
LIBERTY TAVERN, by •
Thomas Fleming. Doubleday.
For Jonathan Gifford, ex-
captian of the King's Own
Regiment, the Revolution is
an outburst of dangerous
wildness. They only two
people he loves, his stepson
Kemble and step-daughter
Kate, are passionately in-
volved in it.
rn/e Ruth Wilson Circle of
the First United Methodist
Church met on June 9 at 7:30
P.m. in the home of Mrs.
James Frank with Mrs. Max
Whitford as co-hostess.
The meeting was opened by
the chairman, Mrs. J. B.
Wilson, who presided during
the business session. The
minutes were read, and Mrs.
George Fielder gave the
treasurer's report. Reports
were also given by Mrs. Dick
Sykes, sunshine chairman,
and Mrs. W. P. Russell,
membership chairman.
The group was reminded of
the Summer Retreat to be held
at lainbuth College on July 8
and 9 Mrs.. Whitford was
elected as the circle's
representative with Mrs. John
Fortin as alternate. Reminder
was also made about the work
days still taking place for the
Bazaar.
A letter from the Lakeland
Parrish was read thanking the
circle for the paper shower
sent to them in March.
Following the business the
devotion entitled, "Let's Get
-Away for Awhile " was given
Home
by Mrs. Tom Williams.
Dr. Jane Wells, guest
speaker, presented a most
interesting and Informative
talk and discussion on
"Understanding Human
Characteristics."
The meeting was closed
with prayer by the chairman.
During the social time
following the meeting the
hostesses served refresh-
ments to the 14 members




The women of the Murray
Country Club will have- a
ladies day luncheon Wed-
nesday, June 23, at noon at the
club.
Mrs. Joe Hal Spann will be
chairman of the luncheon
hostesses composed of
Mesdames Mary Lou Bell,
Ron Beshear, Don Burke,
Eddie Hunt, Raymond Nall,
,Jack Persall, 5uist Scott,
June Smith, Bill Wells, and
Nancy Whitmer.
Mrs. Burman Parker demonstrated the making of soap for member
s of the Middle
School 4-H Club. Members seated left to right, are Beth Taylor, 
Martha Pittman, and
Mary Morris. Other members not shown are Julie Sams, Cindy 
Hurt, Janet Smith,








FOR TUESDAY,. JUNE 22, 191
Look in the section in which SAGITTARIUS 1)
your birthday comes and find (Nov. 23 to De
c. 2 
what your outlook is, according You will need a 
good sense of
to the perspective to
 cope with this
day's intricacies and com-
plexities. Your innate good
Judgment should help you to
cope, however.
CAPRICORN 11
(Dec 72 to Jan. 20)
Associates and co-workers
may not all be heading in the
same direction or acting for the
same reasons. Think well
before joining any side but, once
decided, don't waver.
AQUARIUS
I Jan 21 to Feb. 19)
This day needs teamwork as
well as individualists. To know
when to follow which line is up
to your keen discretion. A bit 01
thought will help you decide.
PISCES
Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) _A
Listen to new and unique
ideas, of course, but don't give
up on projects that are going
well. Be receptive to new




; Mar. 21 to Apr 20)
Fine Mars influences!
There's much you can attain
now. Your dynamic personality
should shine and your adap-




4t-S 17(Apr. 21 to May 21)
An above-average day in
certain areas; possibly trying in
others. Don't do half a job or get
only half a story. In discussions,
listen to ALL — carefully
GEMINI
(May 22 to June 211
Be neither too gullible nor too
skeptical. Several suggestions
may be offered — some good,
some otherwise. Be objective,
impersonal in your judgment.
CANCER
June 22 to July 23) 430
Don't let good chances pass
you by. Make the best use Of
your talents and be optimistic
about the day. It will be brighter
than you may realize at first.
LEO
July 24 to Aug. 23) .124:g
Avoid cynics and pessimists.
Review past test periods: They
held the same challenges, and
more. Past procedures may be
the key to this day's action.
VIRGO
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 231 NP%.
No outstandingly impressive
opportunities indicated, yet
there are hidden gems of value
which you may overlook if you
are too hasty, too anxious.
LIBRA
{Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) —
You may be well ahead of
those about you, but the discreet
thing will be to play it down, to
achieve without asking plau-
dits. Be careful about violating
confidences.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov 22)
Your function best under
pressure, but don't go looking
for windmills to conquer. Make
time for relaxation, the quest
for inner peace.
n.19-




you are one of our more serious-
minded and solid citizens but,
as a carryover from the now
descending Gemini, the
sobriety of your nature is
lightened by flashes of a
brilliant but dry wit soda happy
disposition In all your en-
deavors, you use striking
methods and unique but com-
pletely feasible procedures.
Like the Gerninian, you have a
gift for words and a talent for
music which, properly
developed, could lead either to
great success as a writer,
composer, instrumentalist or
journalist. The theater is also
an excellent medium for your
talents and, with your Cancer--
endowed compassion for your
fellowmen, you would make an
excellent physician, nurse or
sociologist. Traits to curb.
obstinacy and jealousy_ Birth-
date of Erich M Remarque
and H. Rider Haggard, authors.
* * * * * * * * ** * * * * * * * * * * * 
%we°'* * * * * *
1976 Murray Calloway County Jaycee
Arnold Chinn Group
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FRIDAY, JULY 9, 1976
f:30 P.M. Beauty Contest - Lovett Auditoriun-
MONDAY, JULY 12, 1976
5:00 P.M. -.4-H Rabbit Show
7:00 P.M. - Official Opening
7:30 P.M. - 4 Wheel Drive Pull
TUESDAY, JULY 13, 1976
10:00 A.M. - Jersey Cattle Show
7:30 P.M. - Motorcycle Rodeo
WEDNESDAY, JULY 14, 1976
10:00 A.M. - HolStelt1 - Friesian Cattle Show
5:00 P.M. - Open Rabbit Show
7:30 P.M. - Bluegrass Music
THURSDAY, JULY 15. 1976
1.00 P.M. Kiddies Day
600 P.M. - 4-H & FFA Dairy Show
7:30 P.M. - Nationwide Demolition Derby
FRIDAY, JULY 16, 1976
10:00 A.M. - Beef Cattle Shows
5:00 P.M. Family Night
7:30 P.M. - Facts °lite Music Show
SATURDAY, JULY 17, 1976
10 00 A.M. - Horse & Mule Pulling
Weigh in 6 a.m. - 9 a.m.)
10:00 A.M. - Farm Bureau Day
7:00 P.M. - Tractor Pull





Give- a - way \AZ-7
Drawing each night for $500.00
Only one ticket will be drawn each
night. If no winner, amount will be
added to next night's drawings.
Demolition Der by
The Facts 0' life
ilommomaimmomm& 
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Government Records IIEARTLIN
Now Open To Public
Among the new Kentucky
laws that went into effect June
19 was a measure which will
open most state and local
government records to in-
spection by the general public.
Legislation opening records
was passed in this year's
session of the General Assem-
bly and it affects any agency
receiving as much as one-
fourth of its funds from state or
• local governments.
Gov. Julian Carroll, on
signing the bill, explained that
-The only records that this bill
would not open to the public
without a court order are those
which common sense or fair
play dictate should be con-
fidential."
Among records not open are
adoption, welfare and income
tax records and records that
could lead to any unfair
business advantage such as
public records pertaining to a
prospective location of a
business. Also excluded are
records of law enforcement
agencies that, if disclosed,
would interfere with law en-
forcement actions.
The bill provides that a
citizen refused access to a
public record can request the
state Attorney General to
review the agency's denial and
deliver an opinion.
A person who successfully
sues an agency in the circuit
courts to get access to records
will be awarded all costs, in-
cluding attorney fees incurred
in the litigation.
We support this open records
law. Any citizen of our com-
monwealth can now inspect
government and agency recor-
ds to see what is happening





By S. C. Van Curon
By S. C. VAN CURON
FRANKFORT — Some property
owners in every taxing district in
Kentucky can expect to pay more in
property taxes this year than last
because of inflation.
This is the general picture Revenue
Commissioner Maurice Carpenter says
he is getting in the recapitulations of
total property assessments from
Property Evaluation Administrators
PVAs ) all across the state.
At the same time some are going to
be paying more in taxes, there are two
other classes that may expect to pay
less, Carpenter said. The Property
Valuation Administrators are irn-
plementing the special agricluture
assessment. The law, instituted by a
constitutional amendment, permits
agricultural property to be assessed on
the value of agricultural use and not
necessarily the price that was paid far
it, or its potential value as subdivision
or business property.
The other class to expect lower tax
bills are those who qualify for the
homestead exemption at age 65. This
applies to a portion of a multi-family
dwelling that the property owner lives
in, and it also applies to business
property in the same manner.
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assessments all across the state seems
satisfactory. The law says property
must be assessed at its fair cash value.
However, Carpenter says it appears
that the average assessments of
property in the counties is about 90 per
cent of that which the Revenue
Department considers satisfactory.
Boards of Supervisors met all across
the state last week to hear appeals
where the property owner thinks his
assessment is too high. This is the final
step before the assessments are sent
from the counties to the Revenue
Department for final approval. If the
property owner doesn't get what he
thinks is desired relief from the
supervisors, then he can take his case
to circuit court. However, few will do
this for the cost would probably be
much more than the reduction in taxes
gained.
Carpenter said the PVAs generally
are re-evaluating property to keep up
with inflation. If they don't, and let
evaluations lag behind too long, a later
adjustment to keep up with inflation
would be a real big jolt," he said.
Carpenter said his department should
begin to receive the final assessments
from counties this week. These will be
reviewed and sent hack to the counties
with the state's approval or suggested
adjustments in certain areas.
It is possible that tax rates would go
up in some taxing jurisdictions, but it
will be the exception rather than the
rule. Under the law, the governmental
entity must receive not less than the
same amount of money from property
as last tax year, but growth in inflation
is allowed to bring in more. In the event
the rate last year doesn't bring in the
same amount of money, than the rate
may be increased to make up the dif-
ference. This could come about through
losses to homestead exemptions and
reductions in assessments on farm
property.
Some retired persons have been
awakened to the fact that their tax bills
haven't been reduced through the
homestead exemption allowance that
was increased by the legislature. The
reason is that inflation has caught up
with them and their assessments are
much higher than they were five years
ago.
Tax bills are usually mailed out in
September, and the bills become due in
November. If paid by the early date in
November the taxpayer takes a two per
cent reduction on his bill. He will pay
the full face amount if he waits until
December and then a six per cent
penalty goes on in January.
The only way the tax rate may be
increased, other than the adjustment to
make up for loss in total value 'of
assessments in a county, is by vote of
the people.
Heartline is a service for senior
citizens of all ages. Its purpose is to
answer questions and solve problem-
s—fast. If you have a question or a
problem not answered in these
columns, write Heartline, 8514 N. Main
St., Dayton, Ohio 45415. Senior citizens
will receive prompt replies, but you
must Include a stamped, self-addressed
envelope. The most useful replies will
be printed in this column.
Heartline: A while ago, I read that
the Food and Drug Administration
banned the use of certain food coloring
in processed foods. I was wondering if
you could tell your readers a little about
the Food and Drug
Administration.—B.E.
Answer: The Food and Drug
Administration (FDA) is the part of the
federal bureaucracy which regulates
the food and drug industries. It is an
agency under the Department of'
Health, Education and Welfare.
The Food and Drug Administration,
under a different name, was
established by the Food and Drugs Act
of 1906. This act prohibited the in-
terstate sale of misbranded food, drugs
and beverages. The Agriculture
 Appropriation Act of 1931 gave the FDA
1 its present name; however, it was notuntil the Federal Food, Drug andCosmetic Act of 1938 that the FDA was
given true enforcement authority and
responsibility.
There are other laws that the FDA
administers; among them are the
Radiation Control for Health and Safety
Act and the Fair Packaging and
Labeling Act.
In short, the FDA regulates the safety
and usefulness of food, with the ex-
ception of meat which is regulated and
inspected by the Department of
Agriculture; drugs, both prescription
and non-prescription; cosmetics; and
medical devices. This is accomplished
by a number of different methods, such
as the following:
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The FDA inspects plants where food,
drugs and cosmetics are processea,
manufactured or stored; it has
developed the regulations that call for
ingredient labeling on cosmetics and
nutritional labeling on many foods; it
requires that the safety of new drugs
and food additives be established
oeuire they can be sold or used; it
protects people from unnecessary
radiation exposure to radiation from X-
ray machines, microwave ovens and
color TVs.
The FDA asks that consumers report
problems in the sanitation, labeling and
safety of the products it regulates, such
as food, drugs and cosmetics. They ask
Ghat' the consumer first establish the
product was at fault and not the con-
sumer. In other words, the consumer
followed labeling instructions in
regards to use and storage, but the
product was still faulty.
Any complaints should include the
consumer's name, address and phone
number; a clear statement of the
problem; as much detail as possible
about the product's label, including
code marks; the name and address of
the store where the product was pur-
chased; and the date of the purchase.
Complaints may be filed with any FDA
field office.
To locate a field office in your area,
look for the FDA listing in the white
pages of your phone book under United
States Government. If there is no FDA
field office in your area, consumers
may write to the Food and Drug
Administration, 5600 Fishers Lane,
Rockville, Md. 20852.
If the rules and regulations of the
Medicare program have you confused,
you need Heartline's "Guide to
Medicare." This booklet is in large,
easy-to-read print and covers the entire
Medicare program. For yours, send
$1.50 and your name and address to
Heartline's "Guide to Medicare," 8514





WASHINGTON (AP) — Represen-
tatives and senators leaving Congress
at the end of this year will take some
substantial financial consolations with
them into retirement in the form of
pensions ranging in most cases from
around $11,000 to more than $51,000.
The top retirement pay under the
congressional formula would go to
House Speaker Carl Albert, who draws
the highest current salary of any of the
retirees, $65,600, and has enough
combined congressional and military
service to put him in the maximum
percentage bracket for pension
determination.
Sens. Mike Mansfield, D-Mont.. and
Hugh Scott, R-Pa., can expect annual
retirement pay of more than $40,000.
Their current pay as majority and
minority leaders, respectively, is
$52,000.
At the other end of the scale is a group
of members retiring after 10 years of
service, indicating a pension of about
$10,800,
All these pension computations are
unofficial. It is impossible now to
calculate exactly what a retiring
member will receive because Congress
may get another pay raise before the
year is over.
Members contribute 8 per cent of
their salary to the retirement fund and
the government puts in a contribution
that makes up the difference.
Members' pensions are based on length
of service and on the average salary in
their three highest-paid years.
For each year of service, a member
receives 2.5 per cent of the high-three
average. Military service up to five
years may be added to congressional
service. Under somewhat different
formulas, government service other
than in Congress also may be counted
in.
The maximum pension, regardless of
length of service, is 80 per cent of the
three-year average. Thus a member
reaches the limit with 32 years of
service.
Congressional pay last year was tied
to the cost-of-living adjustment formula
applicable to federal woi kers
generally. Congress got a 5 per cent
increase last October. The unofficial
computations assume another 5 per
cent increase this year.
For a member drawing no A:4(qm
pay because of a leadership Post, the
indicated maximum pension would be
about $34,800, based on current pay of
$44,600 and this year's assumed pay
increase.
Five retirees meet the maximum
service requirement: Reps. Robert E.
Jones, D-Ala.; Thomas E. Morgan, D-
Pa.; Wilbur D. Mills, D-Ark.; F.
Edward Hebert, 1)-La.; and Ray J.
Madden, D-Ind.
Other long-term retirees and their
estimated pensions include: Rep. Phil
M. Landrum, D-Ga., 24 years, $26,000;
Rep. Leonor K. Sullivan, D-Mo., 27
years, $29,000; Rep. John Jarman, R-
Okla., 26 years, 828,040; Sen. Stuart
Symington, 11)-Mo., 24 Years, $26,000.
So far, 29 House members have an-
nounced retirement or lost primaries.
Eight senators have said they will
retire. Eighteen other House members
are leaving that body to run for the
Senate, so *.'-ioy have a chance to con-
tinue congressional service.
Bible Thought
In Gibeon the Lord appeared to
Solomon in a dream by night: and
God said, Ask what I shall gire
thee. I Kings 3:5.
Sometimes we ask ourselves, "How
much shall I give." Sometimes we





United States Industrial Council
TODAY'S TOPIC: BACK FROM THE PRECIPICE
There are signs that our society may
be shot through with decay. For
example: steadily advancing crime
and delinquency rates, larger and
larger groups who are idle and "living
on the government," mounting
corruption and dishonesty in public
office, and public pornography that has
gone to incredible lengths.
This isn't the view of an alarmist but
the judgment of one of the most lear-
ned, scholarly newspaper editors in this
century—Virginius Dabney. Mr.
Dabney, former editor of the Richmond
Times-Dispatch and a nationally
known author, recently described the
dangerous condition of the United
States in a commencement address at
Virginia Commonwealth University.
His comments deserve careful con-
sideration by audiences and nation-
wide. He told the graduates:
"This country of ours, it seems to me,
is passing through a highly dangerous
period. There is wrangling and
squabbling in Washington, and apathy
and indifference on the part of the
American people, at the very time
when the Soviet Union is pushing for-
ward on nearly all fronts.
"Although this country has the
highest standard of living in the history
of the world, we are being told by voices
from the Left that our private en-
terprise system is a miserable failure
and that it should be revamped to give
the federal government a larger role.
Heaven protect us from any such fate
If the Post Office Department and the
Department of Health, Education and
Welfare, to name only two examples,
are typical of governmental efficiency,
we need look no further to see what will
happen to our economic system under
the tender ministrations of Washington.
Mr. Dabney added:
"We see other disturbing trends on
the domestic front. In addition to the
endless succession of unbalanced
budgets in Washington and the
potentially ruinous inflation, there is
the veritable jungle of red tape and the
multiplication of bureaucratic rules
and regulations.
"And witness the effort, successful in
many places, to organize policemen,
firemen, college professors and school
teachers into labor unions, and the
serious talk of doing likewise for the
Army, Navy and Air Force.
"Soviet Russia must be laughing
itself practically to death at the idea of
labor bosses controlling our armed
forces. If that day ever comes, we shall
be at the mercy of the U.S.S.R. Unions
have a legitimate role in our society,
and they have important ac-
complishments to their credit, but they
are entering fields where they have no
proper place."
Mr. Dabney paid special attention to
the deterioration in America's military
and diplomatic posture, saying:
"Certainly there has been a lack of
decisive leadership in the United States
recently. President Ford's refusal to
welcome Solzhenitsyn to the White
House for fear of offending Moscow is
one example.
"Congress' refusal to allow the
President to make so much as a gesture
in support of the faction in Angola that
was opposing the Russian take-over is
another. The prolonged attacks on the
Central Intelligence Agency, exposing
some of our vital secrets to enemy
countries, also illustrate the point. Our
failure to fortify the island of Diego
Garcia in the Indian Ocean, lest we
offend the U.S.S.R. is still another
example."
With his long view of history. Mr.
il
HARRIGAN
Dabney understands that a country can
be turned around, providing its peopte
have the will and the vision.
Referring to the collapse of other
civilizations, Mr. Dabney concluded: "I
cannot believe that the United States of
America is destined for such a fate."
But he rightly warned that we must
"set our house in order before it is too
late." As he said, America desperately
needs a new generation that will "bring
us back from the precipice and lead OA
nation on to greater and greater heights
of achievement."
10 Years Ago
The doors of the Tappan Company
closed last night as approximately
seven hundred members of Local 1068
UAW CIO-AFL went on strike at the
plant when negotations failed to lead to
an agreement between management of
the company and the labor
organization.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward L. Turner lost
their trailer home and nearly all of its
contents by fire on the morning of June
19.
Mrs. Martha La Verne Langston died
yesterday at Lourdes Hospital,
Paducah.
The Murray American Legion
Baseball team split a doubleheader
with Paris, Tenn., last night at Murray
High School.
Mrs. Reba Miller will be speaker at
the meeting of the Murray-Calloway
County Retired Teachers Association to
be held June 27 at the Calloway County
Public Library.
20 Years Ago
Mrs. Wyona Tucker of Almo Route
One was winner last week of the Ledger
& Times Foto-Quiz page. Her picture
was made while shopping at Murray
Home and Auto Store.
Former Governor Lawrence W.
Wetherby was in the race for U. S.
Senator today and the nominee of the
Democratic State Central Executive
Committee which met in Louisville.
Samuel C. Crawford, age 71,
Eddyville, drowned below Kentucky
Dam in the Tennessee River on June 19
after slipping from a pier of the old
railroad bridge.
Mrs. Lula Farmer of Murray is
visiting her daughters, Mrs. Dewey
Jones and Mrs. Hassell Keller and
families of Detroit, Mich.
The Ledbetter Baptist Church will
have Vacation Bible School June 25-29,
according to Bro. Arlet E. Jones, pastor
of the church.




The refreshment committee for the
Charity Ball wishes to thank the
following merchants for their gracious
support and generous donations.
Johnsons Grocery







Is Insulin Causing Eye Damage?
Diabetics are prone to have
damage to the retina. The
chaiges often lead to impair-
ment of vision, even blindrwss.
Such retinal disease is mere
common in diabetes mellitus,
which starts early in life -- the
juvenile-onset typedf diabetes
The American Diabetes A.wo-
ciation emphasizes that the man-
agement of diabetics rewires
careful attention to proper con-
trol of bldlad sugar levels. Such
monitoring of the disease by ap-
propn at e adjustments of dies in-
sulin and exercise are con-
sidered important in promoting
the general well-being of these
patients and in avoiding com-
plications, imitating changes in
their eyes
Recent research brings (is-
turbing evidence that strict con-
trol of blend sugar and other
tight management may not pre-
vent eye damage New evidence
points to the passibility that
retinal disease in certain
diabetics may be caused by the
insulin they receive rather than
by the diabetes. Such retinal dis-
eases blind an estimated 5.000
persons annually in the United
States
Insulin that is used regularly
by diabetics is irepared from
animal sources When it is in-
jected by the diabetic, his body
generates antibodies to the
"foreign- chemicals. These in-
sulin antibodies may have an un-
desirable effect on the retinal ar-
teries. About 1.5 million Amen-
carts require insulin to control
their diabetes
As reported in Medical World
News, Alan Shabo, MD, assa-
sant professor of optithalrnolom,
at the University of California,
Lcs Angeles, and his associates
presented studies in monkeys
whieh showed a Significant rela-
tionship between insulin injec-
tions and retinal damage
Monkeys who had been sen-
sitized to insulin injected into
their footpads and then received
injections of insulin into their
eyeballs-showed retinal changes
similar to those in humans who
have taken insulin. Similar eye
injections in monkeys who had
net been sensitized by footpad in-
jections failed to show similar
retinal abnormalities.
Apparently, the American
Diabetes Association is not con-
vinced that insulin in use today
by diabetics a the cause of
retinal disease but this research
raised doubts More studies are
needed.
Q. Mr W.F. inquires about the
cause of myasthenia grave
A The cause of this disease is
unknown. Many authorities
believe this illness results from
auto-inuniite reactions. mean-
ing that these performs become
sensitive to come of their own
Blasingarne
body chemicals Why such reac-
tions take place in certain per-
sons and not in others is obscure
The defect may be in the func-
tion of nerve endings that supply
muscles or in the muscle fibers.
weakening muscular action and
resulting in symptoms of fatigue
and exhaustion of certain mus-
cles.
Q Mrs. PT asks if it is true
that black children have fewer
cavities in their teeth than do
white children.
A A study made by the
University of Michigan of dental
records of about 10.000 young
persons in 10 states found fewer
cavities among blacks than
whites_ The study showed that by
age 20. blacks had 3:1 per cent
fewer cavities than whites The
might be due to the fact that
blacks' teeth generally are more
widely spaced than are whites'
teeth, allowing casdY-Producma
bacteria fewer breeding areas
WIN TOUR
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WIN TOURNEY - Ron Beshear (center) of Northwestern Mutual life presents trophies t
o the
first and second-piece teams in the Two-On-Two Tournament held at tits Cit
y Pork Saturday. On
the left side of the picture are tourney winners David Travis and Charlie Bra
ndon who won 34-30
over Bob Wilder and Wes Furgerson.





The Cleveland Indians and
Baltimore Orioles know what
a treadmill feels like. The
Indians, though, have a
chance to do something about
it.
The Indians outlasted the
Kansas City Royals 11-8
Sunday for their eighth vic-
tory in 10 games. During that
stretch, however, they've
gained exactly one-half game
on the New York Yankees,
season-long leaders in the
American League East.
Meanwhile, the Orioles
blanked the Texas Rangers 2-0
for their sixth consecutive
triumph, a streak that has
seen them only stay even with
the Yankees, who ran their
own winning string to six
games with a 6-3 triumph over
the Chicago White Sox.
In other AL games, the
Boston Red Sox nipped the
California Angels 4-3 in 11
innings, the Oakland A's
downed the Milwaukee
Brewers 7-5 and the Detroit
Tigers whipped the Minnesota
Twins 7-3.
New York leads runner-up
Cleveland by seven games as








ris ire rano Saba • as Mee
game series at Yankee
Stadium tonight.
The Indians led Kansas City
9-0 after three innings. The
Royals rallied for eight runs in
the fourth before Jim Bibby
and two other Cleveland
hurlers combined for six in-
nings of shutout relief. Ray
Fosse drove in four runs for
the Indians while Rico Carty
home red.
Orioles 2, Rangers 1
Mike Cuellar checked Texas
on three hits in outdueling
Gaylord Perry. It was Texas'
fifth consecutive loss and kept
the Rangers five games
behind KC in the AL West.
Perry breezed through five
innings without allowing a hit
before Brooks Robinson
doubled to lead off the sixth
and Dave Duncan singled him
home with the only run
Cuellar needed.
Yankees 6, White Sox 3
Thurman Munson's two-run
single featured a five-run
uprising against ex-Yankee
Ken Brett. The loss was the
10th straight for the White
Sox, who earlier had won 10 in
a row and now own the longest
losing and winning streaks in
the American League this
season.
Red Sox 4, Angels 3
Ric**. Burleson's two-out
single in the 11th inning scored
Bobby Darwin, who had
doubled, as the Red Sox beat
former teammate Dick
Drago. Bobby Bonds' homer
put California ahead 3-2 in the
sixth inning and Boston tied it
in the eighth on a walk to Carl
Yastrzemski and Jim Rice's
two-out double.
A's 7, Brewers 5
Don Baylor's homer off Bill
Travers broke a 4-4 tie in the
fifth inning and the A's-went
on to their fourth triumph in
six games since the con-
troversial — and since
overruled — sale of stars Vida
Blue, Joe Rudi and Rollie
Fingers. Milwaukee's Robin
Yount had a homer, a pair of
doubles and a single and drove
in three runs.
Tigers 7, Twins 3
Rookie first baseman Jaso
Thompson drove in four runs
with a homer and single and
rookie pitching sensation
Mark Fidrych notched his
sixth victory in seven
decisions with seventh-inning
help from John Hiller. The
Tigers scored all their runs off
Bill Singer.
GOLF
DULUTH, Ga. — Jerry Pate
fired a final-round 68 to
capture the U.S. Open by two
strokes over Tom Weiskopf
and Al Geiberger.
PLYMOUTH, Ind. --
JoAnne Carner captured the
$50,000 Hoosier Classic by a
stroke over several other
women.
Brandon-Travis Team
To Win Cage Tourney
Charlie Brandon and David Travis teamed together
Saturday to win the Two-On-Two Basketball Tournament
sponsored by Northwestern Mutual and held at the City
Park.
Travis-Brandon opened play by winning 24-14 over
Johnny Stockdale and Mike Barnett. Then in the quar-
terfinals, they won 28-24 over one of the favored teams in
the tourney, James Wells and Porter McCuiston.
In the semifinals, Brandon-Travis went overtime to win
28-24 over Danny Hudspeth and Chuckle Perry.
In the championship game, Brandon and Hudspeth bat-
tled from behind to nip Bob Wilder and Wes Furgerson 34-
30 in overtime.
Wilder-Furgerson drew a bye in the first round then won
24-18 in the quarterfinals over Gary Russo and John
McRae. Wilder-Furgerson then reached the cham-
pionship contest by winning 30-25 in the semifinals over
Pete Roney and Darrell Crawford.
Trophies from Dennison-Hunt were presented to the top
two teams.
Northwestern Mutual plans to hold a three-on-three
tourney in July.
FREE STORAGE
•FlbSUAAED FREE • MOTHPROOFED FREE



























LEXINGTON, Ky. ( AP) —
The League of Kentucky
Sportsmen has selected
Lemon Rogers of Lebanon,
who helped found Marion
County's first Sportsmen's
Club in 1932, as sportsman of
the year.
Rogers, 82, has been active
in all activities of the Marion
County club. He was president
in 1952 and vice president in
1957 and 1958. Since 1958 he
has served annually on the
board of directors.
The League re-elected Roy
Haddix of Lexington as
president Sunday to serve a
third term and chose Bill
Smith of Owensboro as




— The men's singles finals of
the John Player Tennis
Tournament was canceled by
rain with Jimmy Connors and
lllie Nastase tied at 6-2, 4-6, 1-
1. The two split the prize
money.
•
Phillies Don't Give Much Respect To Reds,
Take Second_Series From Champs
By KEN RAPPOPORT
AP Sports Writer
The Cincinnati Reds may be
the defending World
Champions, but they get no
respect from the Philadelphia
Phillies.
The Phillies have shown this
season that they can play ball
with the Reds — in fact,
they've shown that they can
play it better.
"Nothing they do surprises
me," said Philadelphia
Manager Danny Ozark after
110••••
his tearn beat the Reds 6-1
Sunday and won the deciding
match of a three-game series.
The victory gave the
National League East leaders
a 4-2 edge so far in six games
with Sparky Anderson's club.
In a series earlier, the Phillies
also won the set, two games to
one
The Phillies out-hit, out-
pitched and out-fielded Cin-
cinnati and reliever Ron Reed
seemed to personify all their
elan Reed came into the
game with the bases loaded,
none out and the Phillies
leading 4-1 in the sixth inning.
The relief pitcher then struck.
out Tony Perez and Johnny
Bench, both dangerous hit-
ters, and got pinch-hitter Ken
Griffey on a weak pop fly.
In the other National
League games, the Pittsburgh
Pirates beat the Houston
Astros 9-5 in the opener of a
doubleheader before the
nightcap was rained out; the
San Francisco Giants routed
the New York Mets 9-2; the
Montreal Expos edged the Los
Angeles Dodgers 5-4; the San
Diego Padres nipped the St.
Louis Cardinals 5-4, and the
Atlanta Braves blanked the"
Chicago Cubs 5-0.
After Reed cut the Reds
dowfta in the sixth, 011ie Brown
'did the same in the seventh.
Brown stymied a Cincinnati
rally with a perfect throw
from right field. Doug Flynn
singled to open the Reds'
seventh and moved to second
410411*•-•
on a base hit by Dan Driessen.
When Flynn &tempted to score
on Pete Rose's single to right,
Brown nailed him at home.
While Reed was knocking
the Reds out of the game with
his throwing and Brown with
his fielding, starting
Philadelphia pitcher Jim
Kaat, 7-2, was clubbing them
with his bat. He singled during
a three-run second inning,









Big and toughl—washe, to
18 lbs. of heavy, mixed :Once
Features three tempers are se-
lections: Filter-Flo, wisith 
sys-t•ns: positive wet., tin,:






• 10" diagonal piour,, • Effi-
cient circuit has solid
state components • Haiti-in






• Compact . . only 357/8" high,
303/4" wide
• Self-adjusting inner lid
• Convenient storage basket
• Adjustable temperature
control
• Available in Harvest with









Permanent Press cycle permits
fabrics to relax, helps reduce
wrinkles. A long cooldown pe-
riod helps prevent wrinkles
from returning Manual selec-
tion of drying time up to 190
minutes. Cycle signal. Separate
start button.
$21676
17.6 cu. ft. No-Frost
Refrigerator with
Spacious Freezer
*Freezer offers 4.65 Cu. ft. storage capacity
•Two Ice'n Easy trays store up out of the way in Ice Service
compartments
• Power Saver switch can help you reduce pow r con-
sumption and cost of operation
•Three cabinet shelves; two are adjustable
• Removable bin holds up to 18 eggs
•Separate storage for butter, cheese and produce
•Coil-free back for neat, flush fit
•Only 300" wide, 66'  high






plus $1 75 F.E.T per tire
and old tires
ustom Power Cushion Polyglas' New Car Tire
Ever4ay Low Prices On America's Best-Selling lire
4.438 4fors158 4f0.5162 4f„rs170
'ang
+5 II,
t,18-14 whitewall ,l1t1 
15 whitewall ti '8 14 whitew
all
(or models of Charger, Chevelle. 
For models of Ford. Fury, For models of 
Buick. Chevrolet
c.utlass, Coronet. Ford. American 
Biscayne. Impala, liorite Carlo. Chrysler. Fore, 
Oldsmobile,
Motors, Grand Prix, Fury, 
wagons, and ma ffy others Mercury 
and others
Skylark, Century and others
plus $1.75 to $2.87 F.E.T. per tire, depending on size, and f
our old tires.
Other sizes low priced too
8 Him #o au,
. .0. • C....y.0 110.0.ron. CA•orpo
• Cho Ovec Pier
• 140.0, Cu.,,. • Itortook000nKaots
• i•••••••CAl• e 
C41.5
• Canto Ileo•toto • 0•••••• Ch.^
nationwide strike. ay'
tire you want may not be avail-
able at your retailers. He'll pro
vide a "rain check" to assure yoi,
of our advertised price on you:
tire as soon as it is available "
•
40'.....••-•••••.444.4444-4-44P-
4•••  ••••  • • • ••-•-••-•-•40
GOODYEAR SERVICE STORE
Store Hours: 7:30 A.M. until 6:00 P 
M. Doily Open Friday until 8.00 p.m.
721 So. 12th St. Murray, Ky. 753-05
95
••409a4•49iwala ••  • •••4.-1•4•4•...4•41•410....•  •••-•
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Louisville And Lyndon Beat
Murray, Record Falls To 2-7
The Murray American
Legion baseball team fell to 2-
7 on the season Sunday by
losing a twinbill at Reagan
Field.
In the opening contest,
Louisville took advantage of a
dozen walks by Murray pit-
ching to romp to a 10-3 victory
while in the nightcap, Lyndon
scored three unearned runs to
defeat Tony Thurmond and
Murray 3-1.
Murray jumped out to a 3-0
lead in the opening inning as
Bob Thurman, Joe Graves and
Tony Thurmond all singled to
fill the sacks.
With two out, the bases were
still loaded and Mark Miller
came up and hit a smash into
deep center, clearing the head
of the centerfielder and also
clearing the bases.
Louisville tied it with three
runs in the top of the third as
Murray starter Joe Graves
gave up four walks in the
frame while his teammates
committed two errors.
Graves was removed with
one out in the fifth and Paul
Robertson came in to relieve.
Robertson pitched out-
standing ball until when with
one out in the seventh, he ran
into trouble by giving up a
walk and a hit.
Davis, the number nine
hitter in the Louisville lineup,
looped a single down the line
in left and the tie was broken.
After two were out, another
single '"61-ought in two more
runs and made it 6-3.
Louisville erupted for four
more runs in the top of the
eighth off Lindy Suiter.
Murray had nine hits in the
contest but the walks proved
to be the difference in the
contest. Louisville also had
nine hits.
Bob Thurman, who joined
the team late after playing in
the Colt League for several
weeks, had two hits as did













In the second contest, the
game was a seven-inning
affair in which Tony Thur-
mond certainly pitched well
enough- to win but un-
fortunately, the bats of his
teammates were silenced.
Thurmond gave up just four
hits while fanning 13 batters
and not giving up any walks.
The first run of the game
was about the cheapest run
that any team has ever
scored. The leadoff man
singled and then took off for
second. The throw from the
catcher flew into center
because nobody was covering
and the runner headed for
third. The throw from center
then flew over third and the
runner scored. Thurmond
fanned the next three batters.
With one out in the fifth,
Lyndon got a man on with a
Arizona Wins College Series,
Defeats Eastern Michigan 7-1
By DAN EVEN
Associated Press Writer
OMAHA, Neb. ( API — The
Arizona press baseball
brochure gave only one line to
junior pitcher Bob Chaulk, but
it was prophetic.
Coach Jerry Kindall said of
the slender left-hander: "A
key to our success. He can
throw strikes."
Chaulk threw plenty of
strikes in the 30th College
World Series and produced the
Wildcats' first national
championship in any sport.
Arizona was stuck with a
No. 2 tag all season because of
its inability to beat cross-state
rival Arixona State, but in
Saturday night's College
World Series final over-
whelmed Eastern Michigan 7-
"A lesser team would have
beth eliminated four games
ago," said Kindal the teami`
AND THE THROW -Third
hot corner the first contest
game Sunday. In the final
he charged up the line and mode
that became the sixth in series
history to lose its first game,
then go on to capture the title.
Arizona, 56-17, started the
series on a frustrating note,
losing 7-6 to top-ranked
Arizona State in 10 innings
after it was only one strike
away from victory. It was the
Wildcats' seventh straight loss
to Arizona State.
"Nothing has been easy for
this club but I couldn't be
prouder of them," continued
the 40-year-old Kindall, who
played eight years in the
majors with the Chicago Cubs,
Cleveland Indians and Min-
nesota Twins. They were
criticized and sometimes
ridiculed but they never
stopped. They just dug in
harder."
From ashes, Arizona struck
back through the losers'
bracket, winning five straight,
in victories over
baseman Jeff Oakley
and behind the plate
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Arizona State to reach the
final.
In the final, a 14-hit attack
and Chaulk were more than
Eastern could handle.
The third-rated Hurons, 46-
16, were rated a slight edge in
the final because pitching aces
Bob Welch and Bob Owchinko
were rested.
But Welch lasted only 3 2-3
innings. He was shelled for
eight hits and four runs.
"After the first inning, we
knew Bobby didn't have his
fast ball and he went with the
slider and curve," said
Eastern Coach Ron Oestrike.
"That's not near enough
against a team like Arizona."
Designated hitter Steve
Powers lashed a two-run
homer and Dave Stegman
doubled in two runs in a four-
run fourth that gave Arizona a
5-0 lead.
"After our four-run inning, I
felt we were in," said Chaulk,
who ran his record to 12-2 with
his third series victory on a
slichitter. He struck out five
and didn't allow a runner past
second base until the ninth.
Stegman and Pete Van
Horne each had three hits and
Powers, a designated hitter
and pitcher, knocked in three
runs.
Powers, who threw a four-
hitter over Arizona State to
get the Wildcats into the final,
was named the tournament's
outstanding player and Van
Horne set a series record for
hits with 13 and had the
leading batting average with
.520.
GENERAL
CHICAGO — Lou Klein, Jr.,
midwest area scout for the
died Chicago Cubs,  at the age
of 57 of a stroke.
AUSTIN, Tex. — Henry
"Bank" Oana, a Hawaiian
called "Prince" during a
lengthy minor league and
brief major league baseball





single. He stole second and
later scored on an error. The
batter who reached on an
error later scored by stealing
home.
The only threat in the game
for Murray came in the last of
the seventh. Miller and
Thurmond both drew walks to
open the frame and Jeff
askley singled up the middle
to load the bases with still
nobody out.
Raymond Sims drove in the
only run of the contest when he
bounced into a forceout at
second. Steve Winchester than
drilled a hard grounder to
force Sims at second and the
game ended when Danny
Rogers popped to short.
Murray had two hits in the
contest, both by third
baseman Jeff Oakley.
Murray will try to snap its
four-game losing streak
Thursday at 7 p.m. in Holland
Stadium when Union City
plays here for a single contest.
Saturday, Murray plays two
at Union City before going to
Russellville for a Sunday
doubleheader.
After the Thursday date
with Union City„,..Murray will
not play home again until July
















In an unreported Little
League game played Thur-
sday night, the Twins raised
their season record to 4-2 by
winning 17-8 over the Astros.
The Twins scored a run in
the first to go up 1-0 but in the
home half of the first, the
Astros bounced back with a
pair to lead 2-1.
The Twins then posted six
runs in the second and were
never again headed. The big
blow in the inning was a two-
run double by Ricky Barrow.
Also getting RBI singles in
the frame were Tim Brown
and Ronnie Bryan.
The Big hit in the contest for
the Astros was a two-run
double in the sixth by David
Denton.
Mickey Hutson was the
winning hurler. He pitched
four frames and fanned six
men while walking three.
Hutson was relieved by Gary
Galloway who hurled the final
two innings and struck out
three while giving up two
passes. There were no homers
in the game.
For the Astros, Chris Grasty
and David Denton both had
two hits while Stacy Smith,
Percy Abellar- Walter Payne
and Steve Bliven had a hit
apiece.
Tim Browni. Ronnie Bryan
and Tim HolsApPle all had
three hits for the Twins while
Gary Galloway, Ricky Barrow
and Ben UnderwoOd each had
two. Galloway and Under-
wood's hits were both doubles.
Chris Fan and Kenny
Parrish completed the 17-hit
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STORY OF THE DAY - Tony Bayless sends the ball straight up in the air which was more or less
the story of the day Sunday for the Murray American Legion team. In the first game, the Legion
had nine hits but the pitching for the locals gave up a dozen walks. In the second game, Murray
could get only two hits. Bayless, who hit seven homers this past spring in high school ball, is in a
terrible slump, not having hit safety in his last 14 times at bat.
Teenage UCLA Star To Open




(API — Ferdi Taygan, teen-
age tennis player from UCLA,
today faced the toughest
Wimbledon baptism anyone
could imagine: he opened the
tournament on the famed
center court against Arthur
Ashe, the defending cham-
pion.
Taygan, of Framingham,
Mass., was playing in Britain
for the first time. And he had
to face one of the world's great
stars before 17,000 fans on a
court that has been the center
of world tennis for more than
50 years.
It was traditional for the
defending champion to play
the first match on the center
court. Ashe was the top seed,
but had to prove himself after
some recent unimpressive
performances since coming to
England a little more than a
week ago.
He was knocked out of the
big warm-up event, a tour-
nament at Nottingham, in the
first round. Since then he has
been practicing and trying to
get the feel of English grass.
The stars in form included
Jimmy Connors, the 1974
champion from Belleville, Ill.;
Roscoe Tanner, the big server
from Lookout .Mountain,
Tenn., and Ilie Nastase, the
temperamental Romanian.
Connors has played in two
grass court events in England
in two weeks, at Beckenham
and Nottingham, and reached
the final each time. Tanner
beat him in the final at
Beckenham, and rain washed
out last Saturday's -Not-
tingham final against Nastase
with the scores tied at one set
apiece and 1-1 in the deciding
third set.
Antonio Zugarelli of Italy
played Connors in the first
round. Martin Robinson of
Britain faced the 140-mile-per-
hour service of Tanner. Niki
Spear of Yugoslavia was
Nastase's opponent.
The men were playing for a
first prize of $21,875. The
women's champion -
women's play begins Tuesday
— will earn $17,500.
Wimbledon was first played
99 years ago, and has been at
the present courts for more
than 50 years.
It remains one of Britain's
great social events. All seats
for the center court were sold
months ago. The tents were up
for the traditional tea and
cakes and strawberries and
cream.
"Tirtr151$ e en" a dif icerss ra trbaczaociorrb
DAMN NOT ES
by William M. Boyd
The Chinese were using cubes
of gold and flat pieces of bron-
ze shaped like a spade as
money as early as 2000 B. C.
Some pieces were four or five
inches long.
1
When you're a little "short" and need money for any
worthwhile purpose, come in and let us help you.
PEOPLES BANK
Member FDIC
m FiRAY XT. 









No tricks No word games You can actually get our least expensive A: :11:
than the least expensive Volvo, BMW. Saab or Peugeot
And not only will you be spending less, but you II be getting more
More miles per gallon than any of them. 37 on the highway and 24 in the city for our standard
shift model based on the latest EPA estimates (Mileage can vary, of course, depending on the car's
condition, optional equipment, as well as the way you drive.)
You'll also be getting advanced engineering features. like fuel iniection, front-wheel drive,
rack-and-pinion steering.dual diagonal brakes and torsion crank rear axle t.
Better hurry, though When you offer so much car for so little money,
they don't stay around so long.
Based on Manufacturer's Suggested Retail Price, East Coast or West Coast PO .E.
for about $1000 1Pc",
Carroll VW-Audi
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The Story of Hawk Taylor
.
Third In A Series
Hawk Was High School Hero,
16 Letters In Four Sports
It was late August and
school had started at
Metropolis.
Football practice had been
going on for about a week and
Hawk Taylor had decided he
would skip that sport and
concentrate on basketball and
baseball.
But when a freshman stands
6-1 and weighs 185 pounds and
doesn't want to play football,
there's such a thing as peer-
group pressure.
"All the boys kept teasing
me. I finally decided I couldn't
take it anymore so I went out
for football about a week late.
We had a tackling drill and I
knocked everyone's rear off
and it caught the eye of the
coach.
"I made the varsity team as
a freshman."
Not only did he make the
varsity team as a freshman
but he also made the track,
baseball and basketball teams -
as a freshman. And by the
time he had graduated from
Metropolis High School, he
had won 16 varsity letters.
In football, Hawk played as
a fullback. He could throw the
ball 70 yards in the air.
"One of the plaios we scored
the most on was where the
center would hike the ball
( single-wing formation over
my head and I'd run back and
catch it on the first bounce.
"The right flanker, Bob
Schneeman, would take off
down the field and as soon as I
got the ball,! would throw it as
high and as hard as I could.
Schneeman was always there
and we'd usually score off the
play."
In track, Taylor ran the 100-
yard dash in 10.3 and was the
co-holder of the conference
title in the 100 along with
Schneeman.
In basketball, Hawk Taylor
holds records at Metropolis
even yet. He and Dwight
Barfield hold the single game
scoring record of 43 points and
Hawk still has the single
season scoring record.
As a senior, he was All-State
in both basketball and foot-
ball. But again, baseball was
his game.
Just before he started high
school, the Philadelphia
Phillies conducted a tryout
camp in Metropolis.
"For one reason or the
other, I went. Tony I.ucadello,
the sccsit at the camp, saw me
and was impressed and I
guess he followed me
throughout my high school
career."
Between his junior and
senior years, he e went to
Chicago's Wrigley Field for a
Cub tryout camp.
"It was kept under the table
because it was illegal for the
Cubs to do that," Taylor
recalled.
"I remember walking into
the dugout with a Cub uniform
on and everyone thought I was
a new player. I got to take
batting practice with the Cubs














knucklers to me. When I
finished hitting, I got to catch
the rest of batting practice."
The next year, the entire
Metropolis High School
baseball team played in
Chicago Cub uniforms.
By the time he was a senior,
there were more scouts sitting
in the stands than there were
fans. His senior year, Hawk
Taylor hit .700 and had 12
homeruns in 14 games,
several times hitting the ball
well over 400 feet.
"I remember one time
though I got humbled. A little
lefthander from Rosiclare
struck me out three times in
one game, which didn't do
much for my self-esteem. I
don't even remember his
name now."
Besides high school ball,
Hawk Taylor played four
years of Legion and Twin
State League baseball.
While playing in the Twin
State League, he played
against a young man named
Johnny Reagan, now the
celebrated coach at Murray
State and one of the most
successful baseball coaches in
the nation.
Taylor played for the
Paducah American Legion
team.
"Once in a game at Marion„
Ky., I was catching and the
ball went back to the
backstop. ( I was playing on
the same team with Louis and
Gerald Roof
"I got a good bounce off the
backstop and ran out to tag the
runner coming in from third.
He didn't slide and when I
tagged him, it knocked him
down.
"The umpire kicked me out
then was outstanding, just as
It is now and it should be the
highlight of any high school-
aged youngster's career."
On May 29, 1957, Hawk
Taylor graduated from
Metropolis High School. He
knew what his future was
going to be. He knew he would
play professional ball, though
he did consider attending the
University of Illinois on an
athletic scholarship and study
engineering.
-Graduation night, Hawk
Taylor had a date and really
didn't worry too much about
the future because he knew, it
would seek him. The next day.
he spent the afternoon at Lake
Glendale playing on the beach
with his high school friends.
of the game for unnecessary just a few more hours,
roughness. That's the onlr Hawk Taylor would become
time I've ever heard of a rich. He would become the
baseball player getting kicked highest paid bonus baby in thc
out of a game for a football
penalty. 
history of major league
baseball, up until that time.
"But I must say, the TOMORROW: The Bonus




Jerry Pate Wins Title
At U.S. Open Tourney
By WILL GRIMSLEY
AP Special Correspondent
DULUTH, Ga. (AP) -
Young Jerry Pate looked at
his ball nestling on a clump of
Bermuda rough and measured
his target, a flagstick sitting
treacherously close to the
front of a finger-thin green
guarded by an expanse of
water.
"I turned to my caddie,
John Considine," he said,
"and I told him, 'I've got to go
for it. This is my one big
chance to win the Open.-
Pate took a five-iron from
his bag.
"I had a good lie - I felt
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was all pumped up."
While thousands watched
from the rain-drenched wings
of the Atlanta Athletic Club -
the club Bob Jones once
belonged to - Pate swung
gracefully and the ball arched
toward the flag as if drawn by
an invisible magnet and
rested two feet from the cup.
. "I knew then I had won the
Open," he said.
The dramatic shot, which
will go down in golfing annals
as one of the greatest ever
executed under extreme
pressure, gave the rookie pro
from Pensacola. Fla., a birdie
finish for a final 68 and a two-
stroke victory with 277.
Temperamental Tom
Weiskopf and gangling Al
Geiberger made plucky stabs
at winning but fell short after
firing rounds of 68 and 69,
respectively, for 279. For the
second year in a row, cherub-
faced John Mahaffey saw the
prize wrenched from his grasp
as he finished bogey-bogey-
bogey for a 73 that tied him at
280 with Butch Baird, an
outsider wearing thick glasses
and a widebrirnmed plan-
tation hat.
"I got tired, I ran out of
gas," said Mahaffey, who led
until he was tied at the 70th
hole of the 72-hole test. "But I
will win the Open one day. You
can print that."
He tied Lou Graham for the
title. at MecTinah, outside






Team -- W 1.
All Stars 10 6
Spires 10 6
Lone Start 10 6
Losers  9 7
Super Stars 9 7
Champroris 7 9
9Ttriners 6 10
1.uck-i Strikes 3 13
High Ind. Game i SC/
Ronnie itsrrison  192
Jesse Strnell  190
Donnie Harrison 180
flies Ind. Gagne (HC)
Jerr. Spann 
Ronnie Harrison  217
Jew Darnell.   115
High Ind Series SC)
Donme Harrison  491
Jew.. Darnell  468
Ronnie Harrison  45F












playoff- because of a tentative
attitude on the putting greens.
He showed no temerity in
shooting rounds of 70-8-69
which gave him the lead after
the second and third rounds.
The tall, talented Weiskopf
exploded three straight bir-
dies, starting at the 66th hole,
but saw his hopes doused at
the 215-yard 15th where he
tried to recover from an




despite his tender n years,
never wavered in his deter-
mination or heart.
"I guess I wanted to be a
hero," he said. "I really
wanted to win the Open. I
knew I wanted to win as much
as those other guys."
At 22, Pate becomes one of
the youngest ever to win the
biggest prize. ,in golf. The
youngest of all time was John
McDermott, who was 19 years
and 10 months when he won in
1911. Gene Sarazen was 20
when he won at Skokie, Ill., in
1922, Jones 21 when he beat
Bobby Cruickshank in a
playoff at Inwood in 1923.
Pate is four months older
than Jack Nicklaus was when
he won the first of his three
Opens in 1962, also as a rookie.
N)eklaus got untracked too
late and finished 10 shots back
at 287.
Pate's prize money was
$42,000. He announced that he
would play in the British Open
next month.
NICE UNIFORM THI RE KID When Hawk Taylor (righ
t) was a sensor, his entire team was suited
in Chicago Cub uniforms which were supplied by Cu
b scoot Wid Matthews (left). However, Mat
thews switched and become a scout for Me Milwaukee 
8.-ayes who later signed the Hawk. This
picture was taken only a few days before Hawk 
signed a six-figure bonus contract to become













































Houston 30 35 .462 10
Atlanta 27 36 429 12
San Fran 25 42 373 16
Saturday's Results
Montreal 2, Los Angeles 1
Cincinnati 4, Philadelphia 3
San Francisco 5, New York 0
Houston a! Pit!Sburgh, ppd.,
rain
Atlanta 9 12, Chicago 3-5
St. Louis 1, San Diego 0
Sunday's Results
HOOStOn 9, Pittsburgh 4, 1st
Houston at Pittsburgh, 2nd,
ppd., rain
Philadelphia 6, Cincinnati 1
San Francisco 9, New York 2
Montreal 5, Los Angeles 4
San Diego 5, St. Louis 4
A•lanta 5, Chicago 0
Monday's Games
Montreal (Warthen 1 71 at
Philadelphia (Underwood 3-1),
(n)
Hous.on (AntlultIr 2.1) at At-
lama (More? 22), tro
Los Angeles (Rau 6-3) at Cin-
cinnati (Zachry 5 21, (n)
New York (Koosman 6-5) at
St Louis (McGlothen 56), In)
San Francisco (Montefusco 7-





Houston at Atlanta, (n)
Montreal at Philadelphia, (n)
Los Angeles at Cincinnati,
(n)
New York at St Louis, (n)











W L Pct GB
New York 37 22 627
Cleveland 30 29 .508 7
30 31 492 8
29 30 492 8
27 33 .450 101/2
24 33 .421 12
39 22 .639










Cleveland 11, Kansas city 8
New York 6, Chicago 3
Detroit 7, Minnesota 3
Boston 1, California 3, 11 in.
flings
Oakland 7, Milwaukee 5
Baltimore 2, Texas 0
Monday's Games
Boston (Tian, 84) at Balti-
more (Garland 6.0), (n)
Cleveland (Eckersley 3.5) at
New York (Figueroa 7-4), (n)
Detroit (Ruhle 5.3) 11! Mil-
waukee (Slaton 8.41, (n)
Chicago (Barrios 1.2) at K.V1•
sas City (Splittorff 6-6), (n)
Minnesota (Ooltz 7-3) at Cali.
fornia (Ross, 4-81, (n)
Texas (Blyleven 4-8) at Oak.




Boston a• Baltimore, (n)
Cleveland a* New York, (n)
Detroit a• Milwaukee, (n)
Chicago at Kansas city, in/
Gary Plock Cruises To
Kentucky Closed Title
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) -
The tournament trail put
Louisville's Gary Plock in
shape to defeat Jackie Cooper,
also of Louisville, in the title
game of the Kentucky Closed
Championships at the
Louisville Tennis Center.
And Plock hit the trail again
after his 6-2, 1-6, 6-1 victory in
the final game Sunday.
Plock had returned from
Tulsa, where he was second in
a pro satellite tourney, last




"Before the Tulsa tourney
was the Louisville Country
Club," said Plock, 20, who will
be a junior this fall at the
University of Texas.
Sunday night, he was on his
way to Pittsburgh for the
Amateur Clay Courts.
Pluck overwhelmed Cooper




agressively and triumphed in
the second set, but never got
within striking distance of a
service break in the third.
"Just say I was pleased,"
Plock said. didn't play
particularly well the whole
match. He just got tired in the
third set - that's what it
boiled down to."
Cooper said Plock has been
"playing the kind of matches
that I need to be playing. He
has his age and his physical
strength going for him, too.
"He can play a long point
and come right back stronger
on the next point. But me . . I
have to rest for the next three
points," Cooper said.
Mock earned his final berth
with a 6-4, 6-0 victory over J.T.
Sims of Louisville in a
semifinal match Saturday.
Cooper advanced with a
6-2, 6-4 semifinal victory over
Mickey Schad, also of
Louisville.
In the women's final Sun-
day, Amy Daugherty, a
student at Louisville's Sacred
Heart Academy, defeated
Susan Nolan of Louisville, the
1973 State Closed titlist, 7-5, 3-
6, 7-5 for the title.
..
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to A BIG VILLA 
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Enjoy your own private villa at the World's
1.4ost Famous Beach 70 minutes Irons
Disney World We have bus tours 3
famous resturants, The Tropics, Hong
Kong, Swedish House_
\ Each villa completely equipped for
\ housekeeping, air conditioned,
with spacious lawns, room
telephones, 311, shopping center
1116.e. 141v101 : Leger undo mailable
- floor \,/
OCEAN BATHING
2 scumming pools, recreation hall,
playground Golf, tennis privileges
An easy drive to all Florida attrac
lion's Pets welcome Fishing, Jai
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The 1976 DisasterSpeed line To Farmers Payment Program
By GARY HUDDLESTON
A proposed change in the
federal Packers and
Stockyards Act would give
livestock producers much
needed financial protection
from insolvent meat packers,
a Nevada cattleman said
recently in Louisville.
Richard McDougal, feedlot
operator and vice president of
the American National Cat-
tleman's Association, told a
Kentuckiana Beef Days press
luncheon that ANCA is ac-
tively backing legislation
before Congress to require
packers to post bonds and to
pay farmers promptly for
livestock marketed.
He said faxs in several
states have s ed crippling
losses when packing houses




safeguard against this type
problem, he noted.
Another feature of the
legislation would require
packers to hold in trust, for the
benefit of unpaid cash
livestock sellers, all livestock,
inventories and proceeds from
livestock purchased in cash
sales.
The House has already
passed the bill, and con-
sideration is expected in the
Senate this week.
On another topic, McDougal
predicted that a nationwide
beef check-off referendum,
planned for sometime next
year, would face rough
sledding. He said the difficulty
lies in the requirement that
two-thirds of those voting
must vote yes before the
check-off can begin.
He said funds raised from
the check-off would be used
for research and promotion,
with heavy emphasis on
market and genetic research
activities.
Estate tax reform, a slow-
moving farm issue in
Washington for over a year,
has picked up speed with the
introduction of a major new
reform proposal by Rep. Al
Ullman.
But farm leaders in Ken-
tucky, after examining the
Ullman measure, say it offers
fewer savings for farmers
than an earlier bill sponsored
by Rep. Omar Burleson and
Sen. Carl Curtis.
Particularly objectionable
in the Ullman bill is a
provision for taxing the gain in
value of estate property from
the time of purchase until the
Murray's fastest unloading facilities
Distributors Of
Wayne Feed DeKalb Seed Corn
Ky. Registered and Certified
Soybean Seed
Direct teletype continually reports Chicago Board







owner's death. Heirs could be
forced to pay a 5 to 20 percent
capital gains tax on this added
value, which would greatly
lessen their savings as a result
of estate tax reform.
Kentucky Farm Bureau
Legislative Director E. W.
Kesler said recently that the
total estate tax saving under
Rep. Ullman's approach
would be considerably less
than under the Burleson bill.
Kesler predicted that
Kentucky farmers would
continue to support the
Burleson bill as the most
meaningful way to ease the
burden of federal death taxes.
Exemption levels and other
provisions of the estate tax
laws have not been updated
since 1942. Supporters of
reform are urging higher
exemptions to compensate for
the inflation that has occured
over the 34-year period.
Farmers who look on the U.
S. Department of Agriculture
as "their" department in
Washington may be shocked
to find that two of every three
dollars in next year's USDA
budget will be spent on non-
farm programs.
More than $8 billion of the
total $12 billion proposed for
the agency is going to income
security programs, primarily
food stamps and other special
welfare-type feeding and
nutrition activities.
In fact, food stamp ap-
propriations alone, in the
amount of $4.79 billion, are
more than the entire $4.5
billion allocated for all of




reported in late May, differs
from an earlier Ford
Adrninistraiton proposal with
respect to a number of farm
programs.
The House is seeking to
restore funds deleted from
Ford's budget bill for sire
testing (dairy herd im-
provement ), conservation
activities and the forestry
incentive program.
Whatever budget is finally
approved for USDA will
operate for the year ending
September 1977.
How would you lilie to ob-
tain, free of charge, a wild
horse fresh from a govern-
ment round-up in the Western
plains.
The U. S. Interior Depar-
tment will be rounding up over
2,000 of the Wild horses in the
near future, and is offering
them free to interested per-
sons. Prospective owners
would, however, have to pay
transportation charges.
Those interested in the
proposition should write for
information and application
forms to:
Adopt a Wild Horse (330).
Bureau of Land Management,
U. S. Department of Interior.
Washington, D. C. 20240.
A proposal to curb the Corps
of Engineers' authority over
dredge-and-fill activities
moved closer to liaeiment
last week when it passed the
House of Representatives and
headed for a conference
committee.
A broad alliance of farm




ticularly fear that present law
gives the Corps almost
unlimited jurisdiction over all
streams, lakes and wetlands,
of whatever size.
The vote in the House was
234-121, in favor of the
amendment to the federal
Water Quality Act.
Corps jurisdiction would be
limited to coastal wetlands.
and navigable waters and
adjacent wetlands. The
amendment would also
exempt normal farming ac-
tivities from the Corps' permit
program, and would allow any
state with adequate authority




version of the measure did not
contain the limitation
provisions. A conference
committee made up of House
and Senate members will
decide whether to include the
provisions in the final




ATLANTA, Ga.—The U. S.
Department of Agriculture
(USDA) has announced in-




traditional cured meats such
as hams, pork loins and
corned beef rounds in com-
bination with isolated soy
protein -or other non-meat
protein products.
According to USDA's
Animal and Plant Health
Inspection Service (APHIS), a
proposal to amend Federal
Meat Inspection Regulations




The interim standards will
allow firms to apply for labels
for these products and will
provide USDA time to con-
sider nutritional and labeling
requirements for consumers.
APHIS officials said that in
recent years, the use in meat
products of nonmeat, high
protein foods such as soy,
milk and wheat products) has
reached significant propor-
tions. This produces a
nutritious but less expensive
combination food.
The interim regulations are
designed to allow production
of these foods and to provide
appropriate descriptive
labeling. This is necessary so
that the consumer is readily
aware that these products are
different from the traditional
pieces of meat, APHIS said.
interifn regulations will
require that they be labeled,
for example, as "Combination
Ham Product" or ''Com-
bination Corned Beef
Product." In addition, the
minimum percentage of meat
content must be shown im-
mediately following the
standard name, for example,
"Combination Ham Product,
65 per cent Ham." The
complete list of ingredients
will then follow.
Other provisions of this
action require that the
finished product:
—Contain at least 17 per
cent protein;
—Contain a moisture-
protein ratio of 4 or less to 1;
consistent with the traditional
cooked, cured product; and
—Contain a nonmeat protein
food fortified, as necessary, so
that the finished food com-







meat products" must obtain
advance approval,- of their
labels, equipment and
processing procedures, and
develop an approved quality
control system to ensure that
the finished product complies
with the total nutrition,
vitamin and mineral content








provisions are again available
for the 1976 feed grain, wheat




Disaster payments may be
made when(I)  planting is
prevented or ( 2) the yield for a
crop is abnormally low.
Disaster payments are
limited to ( 1) farms with
allotments of feed grains,
wheat or upland cotton; and
, 21 a maximum number of
bushels or pounds equal to the
farm's allotment ( or planted
acres, if smaller) times the
payment yield.
If due to a disaster, a
producer is prevented from
planting an acreage of non-
conserving crops equal to the
'olal farm allotment for these
crops, he may be eligible for a
payment, however, the
inability to plant must be
reported to the county ASCS
office while evidence of the
disaster is still apparent but
within five days following the
close of the normal planting
season for the latest non-
conserving crop usually,
grown in the area.
If, due to a natural disaster,
the production of feed grain,
wheat or upland cotton is
determined to be abnormally
low, a producer may be
eligible for payment. This
payment includes two areas:
(1) when a crop is lost after
planting and some or all of the
damaged acres are aban-
doned or devoted to another
use; and (2) when producers
carry damaged acres through
to harvest and ultimately
harvest substantially less than
a normal crop.
For both prevented planting
and abnormally low yield
payments, an on-site farm
inspection is necessary.
Producers who feel that they
way be eligible for payment
SHOULD NOT destroy
evidence of the affected crop
prior to contacting the county
ASCS office for an inspection
A Consumer Tip
from Extension SP•dallsta at
the UK College of Agriculture
When food dollars are
limited, it's very important
for snacks to be nutritious,
UK Extension foods special-
ists point out. Oatmeal
cookies, peanut butter
cookies with raisins, milk
drinks and fruit drinks are
good examples of wholesome
snacks. And remember that
homemade snacks are usually
less expensive than store-
bought ones. If your family
particularly enjoys snacks, try
to include them in your menu
plans so they will help fill
daily nutrition needs,
SALES AND StRYICE ON
ALL BRANDS Of FARM
EOUIPMENI
WITH ROILING FENDERS




WE HAVE NEW AND
USED COMBINES
WE DON'T WORRY ABOUT COMPETITION
... WE ARE THE COMPETITION!
EXPERIENCED MECHANICS ON DUTY All WEEK'
TOMMY'S EQUIPMENT CO.
OPEN AT 730 MONDAY THRU SATURDAY
PHONE 2414020 PHONE 753-7452 AFTER 5 PM
JUNCTION 121 & SEDALIA ROAD MAYFIELD, KY
It's savings time, with
special prices on these ...
and other new high-performance MF models.
Buy now and Buy now and Buy now and
SAVE SAVE SAVE
$1 Mr) $1600(3° $1 700°°


















































ment is one of the most pro-
ductive workers on the
earth.
Today, one person can pre-
pare the soil, plant, care for,
harvest and transport hun-
dreds of acres of a crop.
Hay, the universally-
grown crop, is one example.
Inside of just three and a
half decades, well within the
working memory of many of
today's mechanized agricul-
turists, the growing of hay
has been revolutionized. It
has progressed from an age-
less era of pitchfork and hay
wagon to Haybinoi.mower-
conditioners to hit'sten the
--drying, balers packaging
bales ranging from the tradi-
tional 60 to SO-pound rectan-
gular variety to giant
1500-pound round ones and
automatic bale wagons or
round bale movers and han-
dlers to pickup and transport
the bales.
Or, the dawning new era of
grain harvesting, made pos-
sible by a new threshing
technique that utilizes spin-
ning twin rotors and cen-
trifugal force to separate the
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What Does Farming Do
grain. With less field losses
and damage to crops, this




drying of hay by combining
its cutting and conditioning;
—Pioneering the automat-
ic baler and bale wagon and
integrating round baling
into a complete system;
—Bringing threshing
techniques to a new level of
efficiency;
What do you do for an en-
core?
A long-range look into the
coming decades and even




Over a final glass of pro-
tein concentrate alfalfa-
drink with a radio in the
background giving the latest
commodity price reports
with the day's weather fore-
cast, our farmer of the future
studies the sheets of a com-
puterized printed readout.





Do I Pay Taxes
On The Income
Earned by My Account?
The earnings of your account are not
currently taxable. Each dollar of earnings
produces additional dollars which are also
not currently taxable. This tax-free com-
pounding continues until retirement.
When Do I Pay Taxes
On My Account?
Your account, including principal and
earnings, is not taxed until you receive your
account in a lump sum, you must include
the entire amount as ordinary income on
the return filed for the year of receipt.
However, you may be eligible to use the
five-year income average provisions
available to all taxpayers.
We would like the opportunity to discuss with you.
first hand, how such an account might benefit you.
The information spells out
in detail exactly when and
how he will perform his field
season.
kfor the entire comingon
Today, according to the
sheets, is the most opportune
time to begin the seasonal
cycle of his crops. He eyes the
projected harvesting date—
information that will be elec-
tronically updated as the
crop season progresses.
Just two trips, following a
precisely established pat-
tern over the land, will be his
only working visits to the
fields. And his equipment
will never touch the
land—other than the initial
preparation and placement
of the seed.
On the first trip, the
equipment will prepare the
ground, plant the seed and




During the coming weeks,
he'll feed local temperature,
rainfall and other data into
the centralized data bank
source of the reports. In re-
turn he'll receive his second,
final electronic report of
when to harvest the. crops.
Then, following the exact
same pattern over the fields,
he will harvest, preserve the
entire usable crop and re-
turn any excess residue to
the soil for conditioning. • 
With just these two mech-
anized trips—combining sev-
eral previously separate op-
erations into a single process
—he will complete an entire
season of "Efficienculture,"
getting the rAst out of the
energy invested in agricul•
ture in terms of the food/
energy produced.
As he moves out With the
equipment, before him are
farm fields unlike any of the
past. As far as the eye-can
see, the fields are divided
into uniform strips of soil
bordered by narrow ribbons
of hard-surface paved mate-
rial on which the equipment
is operated.
The alternating pattern of
crop land and the equipment
traffic lanes has been as pre-
cisely determined as his
Com putacrop timetable.
—The width of the crop-
ping strips al-exactly propor-
tional to the size of equip-
ment determined necessary
for the size of farming opera-
tion. By planting and har-
vesting only these specific
widths of cropland in each
pass through a field, the •
farmer is assured of max-
imum utilization of energy in
operating his equipment.
Precious fuel is not being
wasted by unnecessary drag
during the planting or har-
vesting.
—Compaction of the soil is
no problem since the equip-
ment never touches the
ground in which the crops
grow.
—The equipment traffic
lanes are designed to chan-
nel all rainfall to the crope
for optimum utilization.
— The surfaces of the
traffic lanes afford signifi-
cant increases in traction
without adding unnecessary
weight to the machinery.
—A network of subsurface
irrigation and sensing wires
to permit completely auto-
mated operation of equip- .
ment are found below the
traffic lanes.
—With average yields of
hybrid varieties increased
two or three fold, the concen-
trated farming of the crop-
ping strips provides more
crops than under previous
customary agricultural
practices.
—In addition, r • growing
seasons are much shorter
and two or three different
cropscan be produced in the
same strips during a single
season.
Are such new concepts and
practices and even changes
in basic agricultural beliefs
and terminology still quite a
distance in the future?
Certainly they are, but not
as far as one might imagine.
But more important, they
are but one view of the posi-
tive, visionary approach
beitrg taken by those who
must conceive the farm
equipment to meet the needs
of the future of agriculture.
7 The groundwork for such
an approach into the future
, is being laid today in Offices
and laboratories, such as are
found in the new enieloper-
mg center of Sperry New
Holland. Located in the
heart of some of the richest
agricultural land in the
world, these facilities and
the people staffing them,
while Working to improve
present-day farm mechani-
zation, also are concentrat-
ing on decades yet to come.
In the minds of engineers
and designers, equally at
home in a farm field as be-
hind a drawing board, begins
the long-range process of
conceiving farming machin-
ery of the future.
Along this road into the fu-
ture, mechanized advance-
ments must follow two coor-
dinated. successive paths.
For the immediate future,
evolutionary development of
existing conventional ma-







'ary breakthroughs will be
made in propulsion systems
utilizing new sources of fuel,
along with using lighter and
stronger materials to pro-
vide even greater energy
efficiencies.
Energy availability will
dictate the routes that de-
velopment of future power
systems will follow. Present
conversion of tractors and
self-propelled equipment to
Sooner Or Later You'll Own International










As Bobby and Steve Spiceland did. They added this 766 to their
line of International Equipment.
di Purchase Equipment, Inc.
Home of Minimal Downtime! Hwy. 94E Phone 753-2215
foriica
For An Encore? Residue
Violations
Constant
diesel engines will accelerate
in the coming decade or so.
But the ere of the diesel will
be limited, too.
Alternate farm propulsion
systems will be developed in
keeping with national efforts
to find new sources of energy
to replace dwindling supplies
of petroleum. Electrome-
chanical or nuclear energy
will power farm equipment.
The farmer, who has been
harnessing the energy of the
sun for centuries in the crops
he grew, will utilize solar
energy in yet another way.
Solar heating systems built
into the superstructures of
barns will be used for drying
crops and other purposes.
Computerized studies will
determine the exact type
and size of propulsion units
best suited to an individual
operation and maChinery
will be customized to fit par-
ticular cropping needs and
capacities. Farmers will not
buy individual pieces of
equipment, but entire sys-






alfalfa will be direct har-
vested and processed
through on-farm juice re-
moval equipment. The live-
stock feed, which supple-
ments long-stemmed hay
necessary for herd health,
will be stored in silos and the
juice, a new cash crop, will be
kept in bulk tanks, much like
milk.
An entire new industry
will develop to process and
refine the alfalfa juice for
human consumption of a
drink mix containing 40 per-
cent protein. The juice will
be heat coagulated with
steam and processed into a
powdery substance. The
powder can be mixed into an,.
instant drink or used as pro-
tein in meats.
Chemical" and mechanical
de-watering devices will be
incorporated into haying*,
equipment. Unnecessary
iater will be removed, but
woter-soluble nutrients will
be retained in the crop.
comes 7note and more scarce,
forages will be grown in
bodies of water. Special
hovercraft machinery will




Hybrid research for all
grains and crops will provide
yields double and triple
those of today. Combine de-
velopment will be tailored to
provide increased efficiency
in harvesting higher yields.
Electronic sensing devices
will scan the density of crops
in front of the combine and
automatically compensate
the machine's speed and op-
eration to make the most
efficient use of fuel. More
and more functions will be
monitored on a modernistic
control panel.
Crop losses and damage
will be brought to an abso-
lute Minimum through
improved cutting and sep-
aration techniques. While
harvesting speeds will be in-
creased, along with storage
tank and unloading capaci-
ties, combines will have
lower more streamlined pro-
files for better maneuver-
ability and ease of transport.
The operator's cab will be-
come an integral part of the
basic farm machine, with the
operating functions built
around it. More light-weight,
higher-strength steels and
non-ferrous alloys will be
used to reduce the weight of
machinery.
Greater operational relia
bility, advanced safety fea-
tures and improved noise
and emission measures will
be engineered into machin-
ery manufacture. The dawn-
ing era of electronics will see
widespread use of printed
circuits in control functions.
The scope of mechanized
advances will become
worldwide, too. Machinery
advances that took centuries
to evolve will be scideezed
into decades.
The record of rising pro-
ductivity achieved by
mechanized farming is un-
paralleled in history. In
North America, agriculture
has progressed from indi-
vidual self-sufficiency to the
capability of each farmer
producing enough .. to feed
nearly three score.
Each new day, year or de,.
ade rewrites history.
But based on these accom-
plishments of the past, the
Work of the present and vi-




and those making it—will
encounter And solve the tre-
mendous challenges ahead.
ATLANTA, Ga.—During the
first quarter of 1976, chemical
residue violations in meat and
poultry were slightly less than
last year's average quarterly
rate, the U. S. Department of
Agriculture (USDA has
reported.
A total of 5,434 samples were
analyzed for residues during
the first quarter. The rate of
violations was 2.13 per cent,
compared to 1975's quarterly
average of 2.2 per cent.
Officials of USDA's Animal
and Plant Health Inspection
Service ( APHIS) reported
that violations of
diethylstilbestrol IDES), a
growth promotant used in the
cattle industry, remained on
the downward side as well. Of
472 samples tested for DES,
only one violation was con-
firmed during the first quarter
of 1976. (Two additional
samples were confirmed in
May). This compares with
four DES violations found
during the previous quarter.
According to residue types,
violations from the 5,434
samples analyzed from
January through March 19'76
were: antibiotics, 49;
sulfonamides, 40; chlorinated
hydrocarbons, 19; arsenic, 5;
growth hormone (DES), 1;
carbadox, 1, and robinadine,
The National Residue
Monitoring program is two-
phased, beginning with
nationwide random sampling.
When violations are found,
surveillance sampling is
conducted to determine cause
and extent of the problem.
Chemical residues are con-




from Extension Specialists et
the UK Cones* 01 Agriculture
Between trips to the super-
market, keep a continuous
shopping list at home, UK
Extension consumer econo-
mists recommend. This will
save you emergency trips to
the store for forgotten items.
The Calloway County High School Chapter of Future
Farmers of America received its second consecutive
Gold Emblem Chapter award. Chapters are rated Gold,
Silver, and Bronze across the state on the regional level
with the Regional Gold Emblem chapters being sent on
to be rated on the state level as to Gold, Silver, and
Bronze. Chapters are rated according to their activities
and accomplishments on the local level. This year the
Calloway Chapter was rated eighth out of 160 chapters
in Kentucky. Making the presentation is Ron Wilson,
national FFA officer Kansas, right, and accepting the
award is Steve McCuiston, state president and former
local president of the Calloway Chapter.
Loads-tar Sundance-
New top of the line version of
America's most-wanted
medium duty truck.
If you wont To mix business with pleasure, the
new Sundance is just what you're looking for.
So.4tuS?. 753-1372
Offer limited to qualified farmer/tractor
users while supply lasts. Please
complete coupon and bring it
with you to receive Atlas.
State Zia
Case warms up to
summer with big values on our low-
profile line-up. Each unit features a 12 
1speed synchromesh transmission. hydrostatic --
power steering, differential lock and power take VA
off. These Case tractors deliver big power with
low fuel consumption arld maintenance costs.
Come on over and let's talk about how Case
can fit into your growing plans. It's time for a
celebration of values at Case!
503 Walnut 753-3062




will sell at public sale
for cash - a- 1969 Inter-
national COF4070A
tractor seriel no. 338965
at 2 p.m. June 25, 1976 at
Taylor Motors, 303 South
4th, Murray, Ky. The
undersigned reserves
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2. Notice
NEW SHIPMENT of
ladies wedges and Easy
Street at Lambs
Discount Shoes.
Saturday, June 19. Also
we have mens dress
shoes and boots. Call
489-2550.
I WILL continue to be
responsible for all the
obligations of my wife,
Mary Miles. During our
first twenty two years of




and two fine sons. As we
begin our twenty third
year, I am proud to
assume any and all her
wishes.
Bob L. Miles





































Rink will close June 21
and reopen July 16, for
remodeling.
TRUCK LOAD SALE,
pickup truck tires, Hi-
Way tread. 700x15" - 6
ply $24.36 -t- $2.83 FE
Tax. 750x16" - 8 ' ply
$31.23 + $3.59 FE Tax.
Traction typed 4 ply
whitewall, G78x15"
$21.04 + $2.58 FE Tax.
H78x15" - $22.213 + $2.80
FE Tax. 700x15" - 6 ply
$28.27 + $3.16 FE Tax.
750x16 - 8 ply $37.39 -6




3 Card 01 Thanks
BILLY AND VICKI
Roberts, Gene and Jo
Brandon would like to
thank the nurses,
doctors, relatives,
friends, and every one
that helped during the
illness of Cameron
Roberts.
THE FAMILY OF Marion
Greer wants to thank
everyone that was so
thoughtful and kind
during the passing away








NOTE OR A CARD TO LET





7-ITHEY 60T- INTO SINCE










AM I SO UNATTRACTIVE
THAT 'SIX) PREFER DEATH
TO MARRIAGE ?
NO. EITHER me OR DEATH
IN THE ARENA. 7E-NEE..
DOES THAT CONVINCE vCiu
5 lost And Found
LOST GREY TIGER














. , TKRRIER, black and
white. About a year old.
















MALE OR FEMALE high
school student for year
round work 15-20 hours







SOMEONE TO SELL OR
BUY Watkins Products.







14 Want To Buy
WANTED-SET-Of pull







DENT, JUNE 2i , 1976
The Murray Board of
Y:ducation sIZ receive ap-
plications until Wednesday.
June 21, 1976 for the position of
Director-teacher of the
Murray Head Start Proszarn.
Applications may be obtained
at the office of the Murray

























an interview. If not
qualified, please do not
apply
8. Storage Buildings












ever. Write Box 199, St.
Charles, Kentucky




Electric, 753-9104 or 753-
1551.
15. Articles For Sale
21 YEAR OLD MALE
looking for part time




tobacco plants. Call 753-
0100, ask for 0. B. or 435-
4383.
EXTRA LONG double





Thomas A. Edison 10,000
BTU, $199.95. 17,000




ware across from Post
Office, Paris, Tenn.
MONEY TO LOAN - any
arhount consolidation,




venture capital for new
tdeas. $2,000 to no limit.
call 5024(6.6870.
13. For Sale Or Trade
FOR !RADE - Wind"
fans and 2 electric space
heaters 220 volts). Will
trade for portable cir-
cular saw. call 753-4020.
14 Want To Bull
'USED siATE TOP pool
table Call 73-3e04.
WOULD YOU TRUST
. your child to an un-
trained doctor? How
about your home? Your
shop? We're trained -
We're dependable -we
have a permanent place







G. E. DRYER - $60,
Singer treadle sewing
machine - $25, Sunbeam
hair dryer - $15, boys












PET cleaner you ever
used. So easy too. Get
Blue Lustre. Rent
electric shampooer. Big
K, Bel Air Shopping
Center.
1VIGGINS FURNITURE.
21/2 miles North of
Murray on 641 has
Armstrong vinyl
cushion floor in 9 and 12
ft. widths - 16 patterns to
choose from. Call 753-
4566. We deliver.
A GOOD BUY...give it a
try. Blue Lustre,
America's favorite





and Service, 500 Maple













D-17 AC TRACTOR with 3
plows and draw bar.
Good condition. Call 753-
9087 until 8 p.m.
MR. FARMER need
grain storage f6r this
falls crop? Agri-
Products can supply
storage for less than 50
cents a bushel. Call 753-
2958 or 489-2237.
SWEEPS AND cultivator









FOR ALL YOUR fencing





cover. 19773 model. Call
618-345-5985.
16' SAILBOAT FALCON
Class, 6' beam, excellent
condition with sails and
trailer. Call 753-7276.
19'76 BOMBER BASS boat
with 65 h.p. Mercury
motor. Fully equipped,
for further information
call 753-2316 after cp.m.
GOOD USED Schwinn
girls 24" bicycle. Blue
and white, $40.00. Call
753-2758.
18' PONTOON new deck,
35 h.p. Johnson motor.
Best offer over $500.
with trailer best offer
over $900. Call 436-2483.
16 PE ALUMINUM boat




ONE 7 h.p. Sears out-
board motor. Used less
than 10 hours. $150. Call
753-8329 or 753-6215.
TAKE UP PAYMENT of
$14.00 on almost new






Plastic put under house.







i--  Kelley's Termite& Pest Control
I00 South 13 Street
Floes Roaches





made any size for an-
tique beds or campers.
Buy direct and save on
all mattresses,
Helthopedic or foam.
West Ky. Mattress, 1136
South 3rd, Paducah,
Phone 1443-7232.
FOR SALE four choke
lots at Memorial Gar-
dens. Special price. Call
753-6024.
1970 FORD MAVERICK,
2 door, automatic, red,
black interior. $1050.
Bicycle -girls 20", never
used. $40. Couch and
chair - nylon, rose beige.




dozer. Very good con-
dition. Call 1-527-8292.
REX'S WORM FARM,
Irvin Cobb goad, (High-
way 7321, red worms,
canadian Night
Crawlers: Phone 436-






24.88. Cosco High chairs,
14.88. Solid oak porch
swings complete with
chains, 4'-14. 11, 5'-16.88.
Swing chain sets, 2.99.
Shower massage, 16.95. --
Deluxe lawn mower 3't
h.p., bail bearing wheels
instant lift adjustment,
88.88. Ice cream freezer
4 qt.-7.77. Electric ice
cream freezer 4 qt.-
12.99. Carrelle din-














canner holds 7 qt. jars,
Deluxe Heavy Duty
model No. M-0406-38.88.
Kardite freezer bags 80
pints-$.69, quarts 30 for
$.49. Slip and slide-9.88.
Slow cookers 31/2 qts.-
13.59, 5 qt.-19.88. Bar-B-
Que grills 24" on roll
around stand with hood
and electric spit-18.88.
Smoker type cast
aluminum 34.88 and up.
Weber grills-39.95 and
up. Ortho Seven dust, 4
lb. bag-1.29. Hudson dust
guns-3.99, Hudson
Sprayer-14.88 and up.
Roof coating 5 gallon
pail-5.95. Driveway
sealer, 5 gallon pail-6.95.





Mr. Coffee filter, box of
200, only 2.19. Electric
power saw 7L4"-19.99
each. Breaker boxes 100
amp, 16 circuit-24.95, 200
amp 42 circuit-59.95.
Circuit breakers 20 and
30 amp-1.99 each. Wallin
Hardware Paris, Tenn.
21.Mobile Home Sales
WE BUY used mobile
homes. Top prices paid.












bedroom from 103, 2
bedroom from 120.
Lease required. $100.00 .
deposit. Call 753-8668. ;
1973 12 x 60 Colony House,





T1f0 Bedroom 12 x 64,
'Skyline Buddy, front
kitchen, large living.
room. Central heat and
air. Front and back
porches, underpinning,
storm windows. Day
phone - 8:30-6, 436-5483,
after 6 - 436-5553.
EXTRA NICE TWO
bedroom, 1971
Kingswood 12 x 64 air
conditioned, gas heat,
unfurnished, reasonably
priced. Located at Fox
Meadows Trailer Ct.
Call 762-6464 or after
4:30 753-9328.
1973 HOLIDAY, 12 x 65, 3
bedrooms, 2 full baths,




1969 12x MI 3 BEDROOM
mobile home nice,
reasonable price. Call ,
436-5695, Don Stuart.





Riviera Cts. Priced to
sell quickly. Call 767-
4055.
29 Mobile Home Rentals
12 x 50 TWOISEDROOM,
all electric, air con-
dition, central heat and
furnished. Deposit
required. Call 767-4055.
31 Want To Rent
FOR RENT nice one
bedroom furnished apt.
Inquire at 1414 Vine St.
For Rent
Nice furnished apart-
ments for 2-3-4 or 5
college girls or boys.





14. Houses For Rent
TWO BEDROOM
HOUSE, 407 South 11th,
$100 per month.
Possession im-
mediately. Call Bob ;
Miller, 753-2920. .4,
LEASE UNFURNISHED
brand new two bedroom
house with central heat
and air, garage and
patio. 1608 West Poplar.
One block from
University. Couple
only, no pets. $180
month, deposit required.
Call 753-7683 after 5:00.
36. For Rent Or Lease





$200 per month. 753-9562.
For Rent
4,000 sq. ft. in Bel Air
Shopping Center, 3
doors North of Big K.
For details contact
Guy Billington at The
Murray Insurance
Agency, phone 753-




house with backyard for
married couple and
large dog. Call 767-2753..






puppies. Six weeks old.
Call 1-247-7495.
AKC PEKINGESE, 2
adult males, 1 white, one
silver. Puppies oc-
casionally. Call 435-4481.
TWO YEAR OLD male
St. Bernard, also very
small gentle pony. Call
436-5467.
40 Produce
FOR SALE: large tame
plums. Call 753-4725.
NICE JUNE APPLES,
$3.50 per bushel. You
Pick. Greene 0. Wilson,
753-3536.
41 Public Sales
HUGE YARD SALE -
Colonial House
Smorgasbord , parking
lot. Saturday, June 19th,
7:00-6:00. Children,
mens, womens clothing -








items too numerous to
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and many other items.
ME=
ROBERTS REALTY
located on South 12th
at Sycamore has seven
licensed and bonded
sales personnel to
serve you plus twenty
years exclusive real
estate experience. Call
753-1651 or come by our




bedroom frame home in
good location, gas heat,
wall to wall carpeting,
storm doors and win-
dows, nice porches.
Range goes with house.
Deep lot. Reasonably
priced. Call 753-8080 or




hied "mese property Ms




Piers 2 Car pewee is this 7
berth Wipe *meg nom
sorb' Wv. seperet• apt en




FOR ALL YOUR IN-
SURANCE or Real
• Estate needs. Call
Wilson Insurance and
Real Estate, 753-3263.
Across from Post Office.
SELL YOUR FARM
through KOPPERUD
REALTY, 711 Main. We
have recently sold five
farms in Calloway
County and have had
many inquiries
regarding all types of
farm land and acreage
tracts. If you have a
farm or acreage tract to
sell, contact Bill Kop-
perud, 753-1222. Also if
you have been wanting
to purchase acreage,
contact us for an update
on properties listed for
sale in Calloway County.
We at KOPPERUD
REALTY provide a






Lots, 2 Two acre
building lots on city
water. 2 good water
front lake lots. Many










farm with 125 tendabie
acres. 50 acres bottom
land and 30 acres of
mber with 21-1 acre
dark fired tobacco base.
Has old house, tabacco
barn, stock barn,
several outbuildings,
and stock water. Also
has good well, four
tenths of a mile of
blacktop road frontage,
and a gravel road down
one side of the property.





()NE ACRE in country,
only four short miles
from town. Four
bedrooms, brick. Lots of
quiet space. For private
showing. Call Bob
Perrin, 753-3509 or
Claude L. Miller Real
Estate, 753-5064.
THREE ACRES with T.
V. A. frontage. Good
road frontage on Kirby
Jennings Trail at
Hamlin, Ky. Reasonably
priced or will trade.
John C. Neubauer,
Realtor, 505 Main St.,
753-0101 or 753-7531.
44. Lots For Sale
ONE ACRE WOODED lot
in Taylor Store com-
munity on mail route
and good gravel road. 1,4
mile off paved road. Call
618-345-5985.
46. Homes For Sale
THREE BEDROOM, 2100
sq. ft. 1510 London
Large rooms, corner lot
Call 753-8859.
OWNER SACRIFICING
lovely brick home- ideal
location - leaving city
illness - sensationalls
priced - trees. Call 753-
0940.














Open 9 a. m. to

















46. Homes For Sale
BEAUTIFUL 10 Room
frame home, 3
bedrooms, 2 baths, 4
fireplaces, all rooms
large. Priced in the 30's.
Call 753-4907 after 6:00.
LOVELY SETTING on
one acre, 3 bedroom, 1L2
baths, large den with
fireplace. Separate 12' x
24' building with ai bath.
Excellent for beauty or
hobby shop. ' Only
$29,500. For showing
call: Bob Perrin, 753-
3509. Claude L. Miller
Real Estate, 753-5064.
SIX-ROOM HOUSE can
be used for single-family
or suitable for duplex.
Located within walking
distance of court square.
Low priced. Just painted
outside and sheetrocked












home, older house, lot,
car, etc. As down
payment. Call 753-3672.
HOUSE AND Ss acres
land. House is half rock
and half brick. With 40 x
60 concrete block body
shop. On Highway 641
North, 4 miles out of
Murray. Call 753-5618.
FOUR BEDROOM 1 level
house nearing com-
pletion. Buy now and
pick your carpet color.
This is a deluxe house
and has excellent living
arrangement. Call 753-
3903 to see anytime.
Brightly decorated



















built and ready to go.
baths, large kitchen,
den, extra "large sun
deck, thick carpet, built-
in range and dish-
washer. City water St




1974 XL350 Honda 8000
miles, new tires, new
chain, must sell. Call
75.34046.
330 HONDA in good
condition. $425. Call 436-
2310.
49 .Used Ca' & Trucks
1970 TWO DOOR Impala,
power and air, very nice
car. $1050. Call 753-4530.
1970 INTERNATIONAL
Scout, automatic, four
wheel drive, 8 track tape
player, AM-FM. Call
753-5281.
1974 DATSUN pickup with
fiberglass camper AM-








Call 753-1329 after 12
noon.
1965 CHEVY PICKUP, 6
cylinder, with camper.
$750. Call 753-1294.
1970 , mag wheels,
new tires, air condition.
Call 434-2752.
Another View
'NOW T1-ERE GONG TO KEEP HARP-
1146 ON 'THE 155UE-5 JU5-1- 10 CONFU5E
05.,4
49 Used Cats a. Trucii
1971 1.3 TON GMC pickup,
double power and air.
Tilt wheel. Call 753-3532.
1972 DATSUN pick-up has
mag wheels and wide
tires. Excellent con-
dition call 436-2332 after
5 p. m.
1974 CHEVY C. C. 4 wheel
drive, power steerring
and brakes. Air, tilt
wheel, big tires and
spoke hweels, 18,000
miles. A-1 condition.
Price $4300.00 firm. Call
753-3803.
49 Used Cars & Truck
1970 VW BEETLE, very'
good condition, looking
for reasonable offer.
Call 753-7480 after 6 p.m.
1971 PONTIAC AND 1970
Chevrolet. Both in good
condition. Also 2 wheel
trailer. Call 436-5366.
1967 CHEVELLE, 325 h.p.
327. Lots of extras. Best













1962 CHEVROLET, 2 door
coupe, 29 m.p.g. $325.
Call 753-5563.
1968 CHEVELLE, 454, 4
speed, cam headers.
Red with rocket wheels.
$700. Call 753-3068 after 4
p.m.
1972 TOYOTA 4 speed,





tilt wheel, air, AM 8
track, mags, radials,
sharp. Call 753-8277.
1974 FORD LTD station
wagon, excellent con-
dition. Call 753-7370 or
753-0129.
1969 OLDSMOBILE,
luxury sedan, all power
and air. Extra good
shape. $750. Call 436-
2427.




ear will increase in













Blazer-full time 4 x 4.
Air, power, steering and
brakes. Two sets of
wheels included. Call
753-2385 after 5 p.m
49 Usfrd I. Trucks
1975 DATSUN 8210, 8000
miles, 5 months old Also
15' Runabout Seaking 35







six. Stove, sink, icebox.
$1700. Call 753-8487.
USED CAMPERS, clean.
Both travel trailers and
pop ups. Call 753-0605.
POP UP TYPE camper.
Stove, refrigerator,
heater. $1800. Call 753-
0917.
1974 STARCRAFT
Starmaster 8. Pop up,
like new. Self coMained,
$1500. Call 753-8859.
POP UP CAMPER
trailer, sleeps 4. $95.
Call 753-8705,
1973 TRAVEL THAILE11.
8 x 28 can be used frit
camping or travelin,
Completely self cot
tamed with air. Traile,
is like new $3,500. Cal
753-7645 after 4:30.
16' TRAILER, camper










or dry foam shampoo
method. We fully
guarantee all work to
customers satisfaction.
Call collect for free
estimateS, 247-7333.
ELECTRICAL WIRING
home and industrial, air
conditioning, and
refrigeration, plumbing







Call 753-5827 or 753-9618.
TEACHER WANTING
summer work. Will do




and dirt. Call 437-4533,












vice. No It ' too small
Call Ernest White, 753_
0605.
wiu, DO HOUSEWORK














struction Co. Route 2,
Box 490A, Paducah, Ky.
42001. Phone day or
night 442-7026,
FENCE SALE AT SEARS
now. Call Doug Taylor
at 753-2310 for free










CLOWN FOR HIRE. All










767-2554 after 8 p.m.
WILL DO HOUSE
painting inside or out-
side. Truman Edwards,
607 Olive St., 753-6507.
FOR YOUR SEPTIC
TANK and backhoe
work needs call John




wishing to do farm labor
such as hauling hay in




porch . and .patio
awnings, car porches
and roofs sealed. Call
753-1873 after 5 p.m.
Jack Glover.




00011 be emu when you PP
Novo realty deep down clean your
carpels can be RINSENVAC
roses and vacuums mit Oat PP
rinse ins Sinsalt 0011•O Delfls
lOOwa rafessones do-but Cl
i traction col Itse cost
ffi etWespept carpel t WOO.
po cm. de reerse#
RENT R1N$ENVAC $12.011
Serra' Berelee • ••1
lied ie. Chestnut Sr
ALUMINUM DOORS and




and glass shelves and





delivery. M & G Com-
plete Glass. Phone 753-
8210 or 489-2423.
INSULATION blown in by
SEARS save on these
high heat and cooling























clean rugs of all kinds.
In business, homes,
and institution rugs






and exterior by the








4124, South 4th Street.
Across from Hi-
Burger.
WILL BUSH HOG lots.




















When you need supplies
eq•Ipilleflit Of Semite COO as
Cleaning is what we know
best We hare steam cleaners
and other deeming equipment
tat ,e,,t Of II you prefer we
•fdi class your corpets end
floors foe you
753-7753
DOZER WORK - small
size ideal for leveling,
spreading backf Ong.
Call 753-7370 or 753-7570.
54 Free Column
SIX WEEKS OLD, part
German Shepherd
puppies. Call 901-247-




This alphabetized page will run weekl) clip it froi)





































If you do not receive
your paper please call
753-1916 I









itt mpel sway Lem retiree ver
a try oar garden loch ire* Irt
*a.,, sari *seers donut Derin
crave W. teats sewer lois vow
tads (secrete roots nal et:
753-5703





































If it has on engine we



































• • fa fe .1 • el Toes Wed
or ad niers I • re te Op.





Prices start at $386 00
Complete, floored,
ready to use
Large stock to choose
from. Built to order
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S.
Deaths and Funerals
Carl C. Dowdy Dies
At Home; Funeral
Being Held Today
Carl C. Dowdy of Murray
Route ';even, Johnny
Robertson Road, died
Saturday at six a. in. at his
home. Death was due to a self
inflicted gun shot wound,
according to Calloway County
Coroner Max Morris.
The deceased was 86 years
of age and had been in ill
health. He was preceded in
death by his wife, Mrs. Nora
Tidwell Dowdy on November
23, 1965, and one daughter,
Mrs. Betty Jo Dowdy on July
20, 1948. Born August 25, 1889,
in Calloway County, he was
the son of the late Gibson
Morgan Dowdy and Paralee
Lewis Dowdy.
Mr. Dowdy is survived by
two daughters, Mrs. Myron
(Connie Fay) Cooper,
Moscow, Kansas, and Mrs.
Eddie (Nancy) Hays,
Independence, Mo.; two sons,
Isaac Dowdy, St. Louis, Mo.,
and Thomas Dowdy, Murray
Route Seven; two sisters, Miss
Wilma Dowdy, Murray Route
Seven, and Miss Lala Dowdy,
1654 College Terrace, Murray;
fifteen grandchildren.
Funeral services are being
held today at two p. m. at the
chapel of the Max Churchill
Funeral Home with Rev. Glen
Morris Orr officiating and
Rev. Ron Hampton providing
the music.
Active pallbearers are
Novis Pate, Joe Sons, David
and Tim Dowdy, Melvin
Henley, and Billy Coleman.
Honorary pallbearers are
John Falwell, Hafford Rogers,
,Dr. Elwood Brown, Jr.,
Harding Galloway, C. 0.
Rogers, and Tony Dalton.





Willie G. Parrish of Murray
Route Three died Sunday at
4:30 p.m. at the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital. He
was 78 years of age and a
retired carpenter and farmer.
The deceased was married
December 29, 1916, to the
former Reba Hopkins who
survives. Born October 29.
1897, in Marshall County, he
was the son of the late William
Lee (Bill) Parrish and
Josephine Jones Parrish. One
son, Junior Parrish, preceded
his father in death on
February 20, 1965.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Parrish; three 'daughters,
Mrs. Paul (Juanita) Morris,
Murray Route Three, Mrs. W.
A. (Hazel) Cunningham, 1624
Magnolia, Murray, and Mrs.




Mr. Parrish was a member
of the Palestine United
Methodist Church where
funeral services will be held
Tuesday at two p.m. with Rev.
Thomas Bullock and Rev.
Steve Shapard officiating and
music by Rev. Ron Hampton.
Pallbearers will be Richie
Morris, Larry, Randy, and
Ricky Cunningham, Tom
Crouch, and Terry Todd.
Burial will be in the Murray
Memorial Gardens with the
arrangements by the Blalock-
Coleman Funeral Home




three months old daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Steve
Weatherford of Sikeston, Mo.,
died Friday at the Delta
County Hospital, Sikeston.
The little girl was born
March 4 at the Delta Hospital
and was the daughter of Steve
and Phyllis Mohler Weater-
ford.
Survivors are her parents
and one brother, Jason,
Sikeston, Mo.; grandparents,
Mr. and Mrs. Jesse
Weatherford of Almo and Mr.
and Mrs. Donald Mohler of
Owensboro; great grand-
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Rochi
Brown and Mr. and Mrs.
Garland Watkins of Murray,
Mr. and Mrs. Curt Mohler of
Kirksey, and Mrs. Lou
Treas of Kirksey.
Graveside services were





Miss Hontas Boyd of the
Penny Community died
Saturday at 4:20 p.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. She was 80 years of
age.
The deceased was a
member of the Union Grove
Church of Christ. Born June
29, 1895, in Calloway County,
she was the daughter of the
late Mac Boyd and Ona
Graham Boyd.
Miss Boyd is survived by
one sister, Mrs. Claude Luther
of Wingo; two nieces, Mrs.
James Majors of Wingo and
Mrs. Royce Ritchie of
Florida; a cousin, Mrs.
Graham Bibb, Murray Route
One.
The funeral is being held
today at three p.m. at the
chapel of the J. H. Churchill
Kuzieral Home with Bro.
Henry IIF,gis officiating and
the songtservice by the Union
Grove Church singers.
Serving as pallbearers are
Hugh Alexander, Howard
Bazzell. Ted Lovett, Wess
Fulton, James Brandon, and
Rex Cooper. Burial will be en




Mrs. Ruby Edwards died
Sunday at 12:45 p.m. at her
home in Hardin. She was 75
years of age and the wife of
Joe Edwards who died in 1970.
The Hardin woman was a
member of the Union Hill
Church of Christ. Born April
12. 1901, she was the daughter
of the late Sidney Elkins and
Martha Alice Pace Elkins.
Mrs. Edwards is survived
by three sons, Joe W.
Edwards, El Paso, Texas,
Ned E. and Garth Edwards,
Hardin; seven grandchildren;
four great grandchildren.
The funeral will be held
Tuesday at one p.m. at the
chapel of the Collier Funeral
Home, Benton, with Bro. Don
McBrayer and Bro. James R.
Hale officiating. Burial will be
in the Edwards Cemetery.




How and when can one label a person a success - or
failure? For example, do you remember who said, "I
do the very best I know how, the very best I can, and I
mean to keep doing so"...?
The man who said that had many heartbreaking
reverses. In his time, many ,people classed him a-
failure. His record showed 3 business failure in
'31. defeated for Legislature in '32...another business
failure in '33...elected to Legislature in '34..his
sweetheart died in '35. .he had a nervous breakdown in
'36. defeated for Speaker in '38. defeated for Elector in
'40. again defeated for Congress in '43. finally elected
to Congress in '48 but then defeated for the Senate in
'55. Finally, in '60 he was elected PRESIDENT
A failure? NO! A Success? Certainly. Who was the
man who lived through the frustrations, the despair of
so many defeat? Who was the man who proved there
is no such thingas lasting defeat for one who strives to
succeed? The immortal Abraham Lincoln...






A Murray woman, Mrs.
Willie Barber, of 810 North
18th Street, died Saturday at
2:35 p.m. at the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital.
She was 84 years of age.
The deceased was preceded
in death by her husband, Fred
Barber, on November 5, 1968,
and her son, Owen Barber, on
February 20, 1966. She was a
member of the University
Church of Christ. Born July 1,
1891, in Calloway County, she
was the daughter of the late
Morgan Owen and Emma
Hale Owen.
Mrs. Barber is survived by
one daughter, Mrs. Martha
Lou Moore, Goodyear,
Arizona; daughter-in-law,
Mrs. Mildred Barber, 714
Poplar Street, Murray; one
sister, Mrs. Ambie Futrell,
Clewiston, Fla.; one brother,
Garath Owen, Broad Street,
Murray; three grandsons,
Fred Barber of Murray, Phil
Barber of Louisville, and Bill
Moore of Goodyear, Arizona;
five great grandchildren.
The funeral is being held
today at 1:30 p.m. at the
chapel of the J. H. Churchill
Funeral Home with Bro.
Hollis Miller officiating.
Serving as pallbearers are
Tommye Taylor, Robert
Hendon,. Cliff Cochran,
Hardeman Nix, H. M. Scar-
borough, and Leroy Eldridge.






Thomas Lowell Cooper of
Hazel Route One were held
Sunday at three p. m. at the
Oak Grove Baptist Church,
where he was a member, with
Rev. Otis Jones and Rev.
Harold Smotherman of-
ficiating and music by Mrs.
Otto Erwin and Mrs. L. 15.
Cook, Jr.
Pallbearers were James
Frank Phillips, Sr., Bobby
Lamb, Harold Wayne Darnell,
Gerald Paschall, Gerald Dan
Cooper, and Gary Cooper.
Burial was in the South
Pleasant Grove Cemetery
with the Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home in charge of the
arrangements.
Mr. Cooper, age 39, died
Friday at eight p. m. at the
Baptist Memorial Hospital,
Memphis, Tenn., where he
had been a patient for two
weeks. He had been employed
as a machine operator at
Ryan Milk Company for
seventeen years and was a
member of the Woodmen of
the World.
The local man and his wife,
the former Jo Anne Taylor,
who survives, were married
January 28, 1956. Born
October 15, 1936, in Calloway
County, he was the son of
Hafford and Zitell Morton
Cooper who survive.
Mr. Cooper is survived by
his wife, parents, two
daughters, Mrs. James Frank
(Debbie) Phillips, Jr., and
Miss Carol Cooper, one son,
Mike Cooper, aqd one gran-
dson, Jay Phillip, all of Hazel
Route One; two sisters, Mrs.
James ( Youlonda ) Grooms,
Hazel Route One, and Mrs.
Rob (Linda) McCallon,
Murray Route Two; one




Revival services at the
Owens Chapel Baptist Church,
located on the Penny-Airport
Road, will start tonight
Monday) at eight p. m. and
continue through Saturday
night, June 26.
Rev. Jerry Lee, pastor of
the West Fork Baptist Church,
will be the speaker for the
services each evening, ac-
cording to Rev. Lonnie
Knight, church pastor. Earl
Neal will direct the singing
with Mrs. Faye Willie at the
piano.
LODGE TO MEET
All members of Murray
Lodge 105, F & AM, are urged
to attend a meeting tonight at
the lodge hall. The meeting
will be at 7:30 p m., according





Mrs. Nettie V. Burkeen,
wife of Lyman Burkeen who
died May 18, 1958, is dead at
the age of 87. She died Sunday
about five a.m. at her home on
Dexter Route One.
The Calloway woman was
born September 19, 1888, in
Calloway County, and was the
daughter of the late Danny
Columbus Griffin and Martha
Elizabeth Hopkins Griffin.
Mrs. Burkeen is survived by
two daughters, Mrs. Royal
( Murl) Parker and Mrs.
Stanford (Laura) Schroader,
both of Dexter Route One; one
son, Paul Burkeen, Dexter
Route One; two sisters, Mrs.
Moline Haley and Mrs. Mattie
Burkeen, both of Alrno Route
One; one brother, Goble
Griffin, Stockton, Calif.; six
grandchildren; eleven great
grandchildren.
She was a member of the
Independence United
Methodist Church where
funeral services are being
held today at two p.m. with
Rev. Layne Shanklin and Rev.
Coy Garrett officiating and
the ishurch cboir, led by
Lela Pfd Peeler, providing the
song service.
Serving as pallbearers are
Aaron, Dale, and Ronald
Burkeen, Jimmy and Bennie
Haley, and Jackie Herndon.
Bu-'Ql will be in the Temple
Hii, Cemetery with the
arrangements by the Max
Churchill Funeral Home.
PHILADELPHIA (AP) —
Police have charged Paul
Turchi, 17, with murder after
witnesses said the youth in-
tentionally ran over a 3-year-
old boy who had spilled milk
on his car.
Turchi came out of his
apartment Sunday and
scolded Ronald Meyers, 3,
who had spilled the milk while
playing with a friend, police
said.
Witnesses told arresting
officers that Turchi then drove
his car from the parking
space, put it in reverse and
struck the child as he crossed
the street.
The boy died two hours later
at St. Agnes Hospital.
Three Injured
In Plane Crash
ALEXANDRIA, Ky. (AP) —
A Lexington, Ky. physician
and two passengers remained
hospitalized today after his
small plane ran out of fuel and
made a ground-loop landing in
a field near Cold Spring, Ky.,
Campbell County police
reported.
Dr. Ronald J. Edwards, 30,
suffered a possible neck and
internal injuries. Kenneth
Massie, 30, and Anna Havens,
33, both of Lexington, were
also admitted to St. Luke
Hospital in Newport.
Police said the plane
touched down on the farm of
Alfred Wilson and spun
completely around damaging
the propellor and landing
gear.
Mrs. Ann Gunther and her two sons, Joe and Ronnie.
will speak at the Aglow Fellowship Ken-Rar Resort on
Tuesday, June 22, at 1030 a.m.
Louisville Nurse Will Speak
At Aglow Fellowship Meeting
The monthly meeting of the
Gilbertsville Women's Aglow
Fellowship will have for its
speakers this month, a
Louisville nurse and her two
teen-aged sons.
Mrs. Ann Gunther and her
two sons. Joe and Ronnie, will
speak for the Aglow
Fellowship at Ken-Bar Resort,
June 22, at 10:30 a.m. All three
will give their personal
testimonies of how the power
of God changed their lives,
and healed them of diseases
that have always been con-
sidered incurable, a
spokesman said.
The Aglow Fellowship is
usually open to women only,
but for this special meeting,
men and teen-agers are also
invited. The meeting will
begin at 10:30, with lunch
being served in the Ken-Bar
dining room, and the
testimonies will be given
sometime after the luncheon
is over, in the Barkley Room
at Ken-Bar.
Mrs. Gunther is well-known
throughout the c.owitry. by
people who have read the
Kathryn Kuhlman book. "How
Teachers Are
At Seminar
Big Is God," which tells the
story of her miraculous
healing. She and two of her
three children suffered from
myasthenia gravis, and the
other child suffered from
severe learning difficulties
and deafness. Mrs. Gunther
was rushed to the hospital at
the point of death, on a
number of occasions, and was
having to take tremencRius
amounts of medication, in
order to stay alive. All four of
the Gunthers said they were
healed by the power of God,
and will tell of this, in their
talks at this month's Aglow
meeting, a spokesman said.
Aglow is an in-
terdenominational fellowship
of Christian women, and is
open to all who are interested
in knowing more about what
God is doing in the lives of
women (and others) today.
Aglow is a national
organization, but it is not
necessary to be a member of
this organization, in order to
attend the meetings.
For further information,
call the Aglow president, Mrs




Prices at toots of local :merest at noon
loday famished to the lodger & Times by
1. M.Sinson Co are as follows
Betty Scott, art teacher, and Industrial Avg
Charlotte Barker, guidance
counselor, from Murray High
School. are attending the
Educator's Workshop at the
Summer Seninar '76 at the
Art Institute of Atlanta-
Fashion Institute of America
being held this week at
Atlanta, Ga.
Mrs.-Scott and Mrs. Barker
will be attending the various
activities of the workshop
during the week, and will be
staying at the Carlton House
there.
Activities included will be





and art education, fashion







Gen. Motors 69% -%
Gen. Tire 21% -%
Goodrich asks +14
Gulf Oil Yr* • -%
Pennwalt 34% -%
Quaker Oats 3645 -%
Republic Steel 39% +1/4
Singer 21% -Vs
Tappan  -4,4
Western Union 171/2 unc
Zenith  33% -
Prices of meek at locei interest st noon
MT. today, hantgled to the lodger
mow by Fire of Mbotagan. cop . ol
Murray, are oa follows .1
U.S. Homes 7% MC
Kaufman I. Broad  /Pt +%
Ponderosa Systems  10 -%
Kimberly Clark 43% -NI
Union Carbide 71% taw
W R Grace  +½
Texaco 27% -%
General Doe Mus
GAF Corp  15% Al
Georgia Pod& 50% +%
Pfizer 20
Jim Walter* 36% -3/4
pursch 104 +
Disney 56% .14
Franklin Mint 31% +
. Motors 
Ashland Oil
A. T. & T.  
CshpiilldlinKgi I lme kF oorn Officials Working On Program
Man's Automobile To Relieve Prison Overcrowding
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Kentucky corrections officials
are working on a program to
relieve crowding in state
prisons by sending some
nonviolent prisoners to county
jails with extra space.
Seven county jails that are
not full have been asked if
they will lodge inmates from
the overflowing state prisons.
Joe L. Barbee, executive
assistant to the state
corrections commissioner,
said the counties are Barren,
Christian, Boyle, Henderson,
Bourbon, Bell and Kenton.
Barbee said the seven
counties could accomodate a
total of up to 98 additional men
and women for short periods.
He emphasized that county
jails would not be asked to
house dangerous criminals or
inmates likely to try to escape.
"Our plan now is to start the
program by sending only
those prisoners who have been
approved for parole and have
a waiting period for com-
pletion, of paperwork," he
said.
If the counties agree, other
nonviolent prisoners may be
considered later, he said.
"In all cases, the prisoners
would be very carefully
screened," Barbee said. "We
would try to make sure that
none would make trouble in
the local facilities."
Barbee said the jail
program is at least six months
away, even if all seven




Federal State Market Ntycs Service
June 21. 1976
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report includes 9 Buying Stations
Receipts Act 1101 Est. 600 Barrows &





US 1-2 200-230 lbs
US 1-3280-240 lba
US 2-4 240-2€0 lba
US 3-4 260-200 ibis
Sows
US 1-2 270-350 lbs
US 1-3360-450 lba







According to the jailers in
the seven counties, the Boyle
County Jail could handle as
many as 16 prisoners for the
state, Christian County could
take 11, Bourbon County 10,
Bell County 15 to 20 and
Henderson County 10 to 12.
Deputy Jailer W.D. Byrd
said the Barren County :Jail
was built for 80 prisoners and
usually houses about 25, in-
cluding some. from other
counties.
Jailer Joe Knauf said the
Kenton County Jail has cell
space for 120 inmates and
seldom has more than 65, but
he stressed that he would have
to know more about the state
program before agreeing to
take state prisoners.
Barbee is on a task force
looking for ways to relieve
crowding at the Kentucky
State Penitentiary near
Eddyville, the Kentucky State
Reforinator) nedr La Grange,
the Kentucky Correctional
Institute for Women near
Pewee Valley, the Frenchburg
Correctional Facility in
Menifee County and the
Blackburn Correctional
Complex in Fayette County.
The five institutions
currently house 3,500 men and
women, an occupancy rate of
133 per cent of capacity.
Barbee said laws are being
checked to determine whether
the county jail program would
be legal while corrections
officials await replies from
the seven counties asked to
participate.
Fast, Rim Service
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Maytag Dependability at Clearance Savings!
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•All-fabric washer with Perma-
nent-Press cycle • Family size •
tub • Choice of 3 water levels
• 3 water temps • Zinc-coated
steel cabinet provides against
rust
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